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Wooster wasn't always wide

WWWBGNEWSCOM

is student

Champions are
made one cup
at a time

favorite

Beer pong receives
national attention,

By Alexandria

Clark
Reporter

but some fear it
encourages underage
drinking | Page 3

©

Geography prolessor
leffrey
Ciurdon won the
popular
vote JEFF
from BGSU stu- GORDON
dents and as a Geography
result, he's this
year's Master professor
named
Teacher.
Gordon is the "Master
associate pro- Teacher"
fessor for geography, but started oft as a BGSU
student himsell 26 years ago to
get his master's in thai field.
"I came to BG in 1980 for the
master's program and to have a
chance to work with grad students as well as undergrad students." Gordon said.
Afterenteringlhe University,
Gordon has became part of the
community, even serving on
Howling Green City Council
for a term.
"The community here is great
because there is a lot of inter-

Recruits gain
celebrity status
on MySpace
College prospects
are popular figures
on the Web before
they even arrive on
campus | Page 3

Wake up to the
side effects of
caffeine pills
Don't be like Jessie
Spano. Kick energy
boosting supplements
out of your studies

|Page 4
Appreciate all
humanity
Step outside the box

See GORDON I PaqeS

ar)d explore other
races - it's the key
to acceptance |

Philosophy at
BG recognized

Page 4

Falcons look to
clean up turnover ratio

By Ella Fowl.r
Reporter

Men's basketball wins
with last-second shot,
but had 18 giveaways
| Page 6

Is Boise State
BCS worthy?
Columnist Wyatt
Angle is in the
Brpncos corner |
Page 6

Home reaches
1,000 mark
The senior forward

JORDAN FLOWSB

ROADWAYS: Bowling Green has seen a vast difference in its appearance in recent years. The widening of the Wooster Street is one of the more recognizable differences, making the
roadways more accessible and also more driver-friendly for students and community members Businesses are also seeking benefits from the difference, as more businesses are popping
up and have received a variety of customers from lnterstate-75.

led all scorers with
25 ponts on way to
becoming 21st player
to reach milestone
mark | Page 6

BG s not the same place
that it used to be
By Tim Sampson
Reporter

Are you worried
about finals yet?

MattO'Shu,
Sophomore,
Criminal Justice
I'm feeling horrible
about finals. I have
really bad test anxiety" | Page 4

TODAY
Rain
High: 56, Low: 32

TOMORROW
Rain/Snow/Wind
High: 35. Low: 21

k

All you have to do is turn off from the
interstate and begin driving into town
before you realize Bowling Green is a
vastly different place than it was just a
few short years ago.
The massive overhaul and widening of
East Wooster Street has had a revitalizing effect that is becoming obvious now,
two years after its completion. The project has not only eased traffic congestion,
but has also helped attract new business
lo the area.
The narrow two-lane stretch of SR 64 that
runs from lnterstate-75 past the University
and on into downtown Bowling Green was
a traffic nightmare before construction
began in April 2004.
"Several of the intersections along that
road wear near a failure point," said John
Fawcett, municipal administrator for the
city of Bowling Green. "It was like gridlock
— Bowling Green style."
In addition to widening Wooster Street
to five lanes from 1-75 to Mercer Road and
to three lanes from Mercer to Enterprise
Drive, designated entry lanes were constructed into various businesses along the
street to better control traffic flow.
"Now you hardly ever see any backups in
that area anymore," said DaleCalcamuggio,
Ohio Department of Transportation's project manager for the overhaul.
In addition to completing the project for less than the initial $6 million
estimate, construction was wrapped up
in November 2004, nearly nine months
ahead of schedule.

Calcamuggio credits the rapid completion to the decision to widen the
entire 1.4 mile stretch of road all at
once rather than working on it in
several sections over a longer
period of time.
"It was a trade off," he
said. "It was more construction going on at one time,
but it was for a shorter amount
of time."
Perhaps the most visible change
is not the road itself but the disappearance of the above ground utility lines
that once dominated the Wooster Street
skyline.
One of the project's goals was to move
all the power, telephone and cable lines
underground for safety as well as aesthetic
purposes.
"In order to move all the utilities underground required a huge amount of coordination," said Andrea Voogd, public information officer for ODOT's second district.
"And it's really paid off as far as modernizing that area."
Fawcett eagerly praised Wooster Street's
new look.
"Before, if you were to come off of 1-75 and
look westward, you just saw lots of vertical
obstruction," Fawcett said. "Now when you
take that same view you see a fairly pristine
appearance of Bowling Green."
According to Fawcett, this improved
appearance is having a ripple effect on the
entire area.
The transformation has helped to attract
newbusinesseslikeStarbucksandChipotle,
and to encourage pre-existing businesses
like McDonald's and Taco Bell to undergo
renovations in order to match their new
surroundings, he said.

For the past seven years, the BGSU
department of philosophy has
been tanked world-wide tor its
programs.
This year was no different.
It ranked in applied ethics, normative ethics, moral psychology.
metaethics ,
Department
and political
philosophy.
of Philosophy:
But, unlike
The Numbers
other years.
■ Current
this
years
Undergraduate
ranking
Majors: 58
has special
■ Current
meaning
Graduate
"We have
Students:
lost seven
40-45
facu I tv
Source David
members in
Sobel, Department
the past five
of Philosophy
years, and
we haven't
been able to
replace them yet, but we are
still able to hold our specially
Irankingl," said David Sobel,
chair of the department.
The Philosophy Gourmet
Report also referred to as the 1 liter
Report "isa wt irld-wide tanking* >t
specialty programs" and is "based

See RANKING | Page 2

Dance Dance
Revolution game
enhances exercise
By Freddy Hunt
Reporter

Smile while you sweat. New workout trends teach people to bum
calories while they bust a move.
Dance Dance Revolution,
according to Kyle Cook, freshman, is more than just a 30 cent
video game, but a fun alternative
for a treadmill.
"I work up a good sweat within 15 minutes, it really gets your
bean rate going" Cook said. "On
the home version of DDR they
even have a mode that counts how
many calories you bum. When I
got the home version of DDR 1 lost
15 pounds in one month."
Cook, along with other DDR
fanatics, believes DDR would be a
great asset to the rec center.
Valerie Holland, a personal

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See EXERCISE | PageS
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"This is a feather in the cap for
the faculty and gaduate students,"
Peter laworski, a second-year
graduate student. "This speaks to
the quality of die faculty and to
the kind of education that graduate students can expect from the
department."
The Lietcr Report is the only
ranking system of philosophy
departments in the wortd.
"It has developed over time
and there is so many promi
nent philosophers involved said
Fred Miller, executive director
of Social Philosophy and Policy
Centec "Busybody accepts ii as
an authoritative evaluation of phi
losophy departments."
And because students increasingly access the Internet to find the
lK"st philosophy department for

RANKING
From Page 1

on survey. In experts in those specialties."

These specialty areas include
a wide range of topics from philosophy of language to Decision.
Rational Choice anil (lame
Theory.
Bowling Green Slate University
ranked in five of the specialties
categories. They ranked in a 15way tie lor Kitli place in normative ethic and moral psychology, a
ll-way tie for 17th in metaethics,
a 16-way tie for 28th in political
philosophy and they tied for 1st
place with Georgetown. I larvard,
Oxford, Rice and Rutgers for
Applied Ethics.

ilicin. the rankings could increase

enrollment
I he Internet is prominent and
students around the world investigate where they want to study,"
Miller said. "The Leiter Report is
what they look at and our program has attracted students
from around the world including
Scotland, Eastern Europe, China,
Africa and the Middle East."
laworski, is one of those students; hecame here from Ontario,

Canada.
I partially chose this program
because of the ranking of the
Lieter Report and on the advice

of teachers," he said.
The department is hoping
these rankings will help to attract
new and belter graduate students.

"This report reflects the input
of philosophers around the
world and has two helpful implications — finding students and
job employment," said Miller.
" I enjoy teaching cause we continue to attract bener students so
I become a better teacher," Miller
said. "These students continue
to raise the level of teaching here
at BG."
The philosophy department at
BGSU has always offered a different approach to teaching,
"The applied focus approach
|we havel gives more opportunities to investigate real world
issues in depth than your average
departments," said Sobel. "We
offer a full-service philosophy
department with a full range of

services."

But while the department
offers courses that others don't,
it is the professors that make
the department special, said
lessica Walter, a senior philosophy major.
"The primary reason I chose
to ' commit to a philosophy
degree was not only the content
of the material, but the inspiring level of genuine enthusiasm
with which the faculty members and graduate instructors
approached and delivered this
material," she said.
I lie lieter Report has many
benefits to both graduates, students and faculty.
In addition to being "a feather
in the cap" for the department
it brings graduate students and
new faculty, laworski said.

Voting problems exist in
Fairfield County
LANCASTER, Ohio (AP) —
Election officials in lairfield
County used incorrect procedures to tabulate voting results
that were certified, prompting the hoard to hastily convene hours later to correct the
totals.
The problem happened
when voting machine maker
Diehold Inc. failed to notify
elections officials about a
change in how votes should he
totaled because an issue was
removed from the statewide
ballot, said Andrew Steinen.
the hoard's election information specialist.
"What basically happened is
that, because Issue One was
removed from the ballot, we
had to tell the software to do
something different," Steinen
said.
The error was easily corrected and three of thefour elect ion
board members met Tuesday
night, about eight hours after
the vote was initially certified
at 2 p.m., to certify the corrected totals, Fairfield County
elections director Deborah
ilenderly said. No votes were
lost.
The company recognized

there could be a potential
problem with tallies if the software's totaling process wasn't
followed correctly. Diehold
spokesman David Bear said
yesterday.
"We tried to reach out
to the counties," he said.
"Unfortunately it looks like
we weie remiss in reaching
lairfield in time. We apologize."
The problem became known
when reporters from the
Lancaster Eagte-Gaztte exam
ined final election results and
noticed the vote tallies didn't
add up.
For example, results from
Election Day showed a proposed income tax for the
Lancaster City Schools passing by 148 votes. When offi(i.ils added in 418 voles from
provisional ballots the margin
of Victory was reported as 676
vines, a mathematical impossibility even if all 418 votes had
been in favor of the tax.
The measure passed by 159
votes when calculated correctly.
Recalculating the vole totals
did not change any results
reported on Nov. 7.

JORDAN HOWtR
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It's the ginger bread season
PUTTING IT TOGETHER:S*?mor Rachel Hess built a gmget bread house in the

BLOTTER
Tuesday
12:50 a.m.
Union worker reported that
$96 was stolen from her wallet
while she was working.
2:29 a.m.
A dead bat was reported in the
lobby of Darrow.
9:30 - 9:56 a.m.
teen drivers parked in the
city were cited for failure to pay
parkinq |
12:10 p.m.
Thoft of $45.04 of gasoline at
an East Wooster Street station
rt '"d.
2:21p.m.
A conklin resident reported a
digital camera was stolen from
his dorm room.
2:35 p.m.
A wallet was reported stolen
from the Union.
3:55 p.m.
■Fourth Street resident reported
irehased an XBOX on EBay and never got the item.
4:38 p.m.
Bowling Green man came to
his old apartment on Scott
Hamilton. Trie new owner will
change the locks, and the old
I was advised if l>e breaks
laparti
nt.it will
be considered breaking and
entering. The man said he no
longer wants other property in
■ •'ment.
5:30 p.m.
The odor of marijuana was
rted on the fourth floor of
I
10:32 p.m.
A caller reported a bil
to a truck in Lot N. the '
, if the bird.
10:43 p.m.
I
ble subjects were report- rig marijuana at the
police arrived.
11:23 p.m.
Shawn Mi
m, 19. of
Bowling Green, arrested for
domestic violence and under.umption of alcohol
on South Main Street. Police
■■

Union last night. Around 15 people attended the event to build the tasty treat and
participants used glue instead of icing to build their houses Owens Community College
Culmary mstuciof Nancy Abraham teaches the one night course all over northwest Ohio.

slapped and choked a woman.
11:32 p.m.
rnell of of marijuana was
reported on the fourth floor of

Facts about ginger bread:
POINT: Gingerbread has been
baked in Europe since the eleventh century.

DAILY ADVISING TIP
\n\ questions .tUmi registering for classes on ihe »wb7 I toll TIILRegistration Help Line ;u 419-372-7777 for assistance,
JORDAN FLOWER

'HE BGNEWS

POINT: It was sometimes light,
sometimes dark, sometimes
sweet, sometimes spicy, but
it was almost always cut into
shapes such as men, women,
stars or animals, and colorfully
decorated or stamped with a
mold and dusted with white
sugar

■

POINT: In Medieval England
gingerbread meant simply "preserved ginger" and was an adaptation of the Old French gingebras. derived from the Latin
name of the spice, Zingebar.
POINT: Gingerbread making
in North America has its origins
in the traditions of the many settlers from all parts of Northern
Europe who brought with them
family recipes and customs.
Source- www.brachs.wilton.com

Wednesday
2:20 a.m.

■ 19. of Parma
Ohio, and Matthew
-nlme. 19. of- Wadsworth,
for underage
under the influence of alcohol
at Wooster and Enterprise
1

•

SptMlvoml In Ailiivini:*>cl»urk

College of Technology Research Poster Fair
& Celebration of Success

TiMMANRTyyTTBQini:

The lair will highlight approximately 25 topics, such as:
• Adaptive Educational Hypermedia: Creating Individual, Collaborative Learning Environments
• Conceptual Computer Modeling Tools in Urban Design Studies
• Electric Vehicle Institute's Hybrid Vehicle Development
• Digital Imaging and Color Managemenl Standards

. $

• Urban Cultural Heritage Documentation

| s»»*

On ANY
@ Tires

On ANY
Low PriH S«rfrin

Radiator Flush

Friday December 1st • Technology Building ■ Poster Fair: 1-3 pm • Celebration: 3-4 pm

i with Tire Rotation-!

■ $W10; 3<V JO: of 10WJ0 ln<lti««4 |
I Includes FREE Inspection |

Available only at Tlreman >maKmmmvOMI1 „, JmBm^iESS>a-«,«\

FREE SHUTTLE
TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

<t«SSl
INCLUDES
Chassis Lub«
AMD
FREE
Fluid Top-off*'
Bat»««n Chant«a

dffi

Management Ine.

1045 IN. Main 714
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Renting for 2007-2008

Gas Bills

www.meccabg.com

stacking up?

Spring Semester
Leases Available

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!
• 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
• 2 Swimming Pools

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

•3 Laundromats

■ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

• Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

WINTIIROP & SUMMIT TERRACE APTS.
Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road

(419)352-9135
Email us: winthrop •qerdeiiich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

HOURS:
Monday Friday 9:00am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Amenities included in many of our houses:
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
- Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yardc
- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases availabli
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-5 People allowed dependin on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 52-0717

www.greenbriarrcntals.com aw

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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Recruiting concerns
over MySpace

BEER PONG'S RISE
The popular drinking game
on college campuses is now
expaning into the mainstream
culture.

■ Last year. AnheuserBusch began promoting
Bud Pong competitions,
supplying tables,
balls and glasses to
wholesalers across the
United States, but the
company stopped after
critics accused it of
marketing to underage
drinkers.
■ In January, the first World
Series of Beer Pong took
place in Nevada.
■ This fall, a couple of
recent graduates of Duke
and Vanderbilt universities
formed the American
Beerpong Association
of America and began
traveling the country in
anRV

By Trae Thompson
MCT

there's some illegal
FORT WORTH. Texas
[raj
Allen has heard from the lexas
l-onghoms, but it hasni been
around town or al games.
It's been on his MySpace page
"There's not been any coaches,
but a lot of fans." said the setlioi
offensive lineman from South
Grand Prairie, who has commit
led lo Texas. "People contact me
asking stuff like, "How do you
weigh this much? How did you

get your footwork?*"
JAROD MARTENIES

I rC % NtWS

SHOOT IT IN: Ping pong balls and plaslK cups ate essential components lo the highly-celebrated game among college campuses

Drinking gets a competitive edge
By Megan Twohey
MCT

The pingpong table stood
mightily on the front lawn
of a fraternity house IHMI
the University ol WisconsinMadison, one side painted
with the red and while snipes
of the American flag, the Other
with the Soviet Union hammer and sickle.
Ten plastic cups filled with
beer were perched on each end.
Hunched over the cups were
pairs of students, brows fill
rowed, eyes aglow.
The most popular drinking
game on campus was gelling
under way. The crowd ol spec

neighborhoods around IIVVMadison, and you'll find lawns
and driveways strewn with beer
pong tables. There's a distinct
beer pong culture, complete
with tournaments, posters and
custom-made tables,
"ll has exploded," said Nick, a
I t\V Madison junior, as he sinocl
over a table that had taken him
weeks to make, a pingpong ball
in one hand, a beer in the Other.
(Like oilier underage drinkers

"I'm going lo make it," proclaimed one of the players, in a

Bucky T-shirt and wraparound
sunglasses, as she thrust one
arm forward, unleashing a
pingpong ball from her hand.
Beer pong — in which play
ers make their opponents drink
by sinking a pingpong ball in
one of their cups — has been
around for more than a decade.
Hut in the last couple ol years,
it has reached unprecedented
popularity — to the chagrin of
college administrators who fear
the game fuels binge drinking.
Students say thai it's rare to
attend a party where the game
is not being played. Stroll the

but get sucked into the competition."
Alex | Marquette freshman

quoted in this story: he asked that
his last name he withheld.) "We
play from dusk to dawn."
I )rinking games arc in >| new Ic i
college campuses.
lor years, students have taken
part in quarters, a game in which
a player can make olhers drink
by bouncing a quarter into a cup,
and a card game with a distinct
hierarchy, in which the person at
[he bottom, known as an expletive, can be ordered to drink
Once popular was a game in
which students would watch
reruns of "The Bob Newhart
show." Every time a character
would say "Hi, Bob." everyone

STUDENTS
GET 10% OFF
WITH STUDENT ID
(NOT VALID WITH COUPONS

LUNCH BUFFET S5.7
Children .1 10:5.1.00

DINNER BUFFET $7.95
Drink 51.05 Children .110: S5.00

Friday & Saturday
Crab Legs Night $8.95
SUNDAY All DAY BUFFET $7.95

*l
r | $1.00 OFF || $1.00 OFF |
ANY LUNCH

ANY DINNER

l>rnit Oi« Coupon
Pff CuHtmr

> ■- M—*"w-

HOURS:
Mon. •Thurs.: 11:00am to 10:00pm
Fri. & Sat: 11:00am to 10.30pm
Sunday: 11:00am to 9:00pm

■ Old Town ■■ Old Town I
I Buffet || Buffet |
I Expm Jan 20 2006 11 fc *p*w Jan 20 2006 |
Open
| Thanksgiving

JOUPC^

Open
11 Thanksgiving

^

J^00*^

would have to drink.
Also common have been a varicly of games requiring players to
consume alcohol out of the long,
gangly mix's of beer bongs.
What distinguishes beer pong
bom these drinking game staples
is how competitive il is. It's not
jusi a vehicle for getting drunk; ii
requires skill.
Or so beer pong enthusiasts
»i uilcl have you believe.
"It's like a sport thai involves

'Guys are so competitive, so they can't help

tators grew silent.

B

"No one knows if

|

j H0" p«*'"g * Entrant In R—tj

alcohol." said Patrick, a junior
al UW-Miiwaukec. who said he
had worked bard lo perfect the
arc of his pingpong losses and
his bounce shot.,
I'alrick. who began dabbling
in the game last year, is now a
self-proclaimed addict.
He and his four roommates
engage in weekly beer pong
tournaments against their
next-door neighbors. The winner gets a plastic gold belt like
those found in World Wrestling
Entertainment matches thai says
"World Champion."

Mike, a junior at UWMadison who also enjoys beer
pong tournaments with friends,
has a poster lacked up above
his dining room table in honor
of the game.
The posler. a birthday gift from
his sister, shows a sideways shot
of 10 plastic cups with the caption: Champions are made one
cup at a time."
In January, a World Series
ol Beer Pong look place in
Nevada — the first world
series of its kind.
"Guys are so competitive; so
they can't help but gel sucked

into the competition," said Mac
a Marquette freshman.
When they don't have pingpong tables, players will make
i heir own, often taking the time to
apply lacquer (to avoid warping)
or paint images. A Marquette student painted his table to look like
the university's basketball court.
The fraternity that painted the
flags of tile U.S. and former Soviet
Union on its pingpong table owns
several other tables, each painted
with different national Hags.
Others remove doors from
their hinges. "It's a big problem,"
said Mike, the UW-Madison
junior, who works maintenance
in his apartment building to help
pay the bills. "They have a hard
time putting the doors back on.

The popular sile thai allows
people lo have their own Web
pages could be the newest tool
ill college football recruiting,
Recruits and coaches have
pages, but problems arise with
truthfulness and the inability to
monitor contact.
Starting a MySpace page is free
and simply requires registration.
People then can design their own
pages, leave comments on other
pages and send e mails to others
Some prominent recruits
in Texas often hear from tans.
Hempstead receiver Tenence
Toliver, a member of the Star
Telegram Hlite 11, has iwo cum
menls on his MySpace page
urging him to attend Nebraska
Texarkana, Texas, quarterback
Ryan Mallelt. another Elite 11
member who has committed to
Michigan, has numerous com
menis displayed From Wolverines
fans with good wishes, images

GET A LIFE

contact going on."
ol I shins with his name and
requests to have him lure running
back Noel I" l* ol Mortfl Tort
i
ed one of the
nation's besl al the position.
"That's
amazing,"
said
University ol Houston senior
quarterback Kevin Kolb, a formerplayei atStephenville."! very
angle is
ked, and its
going to continue to es alate."
I he'
ipecifk rules
regarding MySpace, bui has rules
1
about i
II i between
recruits and
rives of
an institution's nthletic interests."
Thai led the Kentut ky men's basketball team
indary
rules violations in Ink aftei fans
contacted a :
ruit on
his MySp;
1
ing dial's
the si
id leremy
( rabtrei national recruiting
editoi (i i Rivals i om "No one
knows it there's some llegal contact going on I ven though people on
ipposed
to be ..
I guarantee
there at
claiming to
be Vim i
Besid
there are
laches,
includii
• lim
fressel
liobhv
Prout Chapel

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events taien horn eventibasueou

"A Christmas Carol"

'Oa.m ■

Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University

Bud Hurlstone
Commemorative Exhibition

Hall

WillardWankelman Gallery

World Percussion Night

7 - 9 p.m.

Kobacker hall. Moore Musical Arts

Coming to the Stage

Center

Multipurpose Room. Student Union

7:30 p.m.
Visiting Writers Series:
BFA Readings

Student Degree Recital:
Michael Scheck
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

"Michael Vick gave the Atlanta Falcons fans two middle fingers and
then said, 'That ain't me. That ain't who I am.' It was you, dude! It was
you!"
- Radio commentator Rush Limbaugh, speaking about Michael Vick s obscene
gesture at a football game last week

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
'Yes. They're going lo
be hard."

Thursday, November 50.2006 4

Are you worried about finals yet?
"No, I feel very

"I'm anxious. I

"I wouldn't say I'm

prepared. I'm not

don't know what to

worried, because I've

even going to study."

expect"

been keeping up with

Have your own take on

my work"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

TIMOTHY HALL
Sophomore, Sport
Management

a question? Give us your

JOHANNA MILLER.
freshman. Special
Education

MATT SANDELU,
freshman. Criminal Justice

KEVIN BERGER.
Sophomore. Sport
Management

w.$ mwe$

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

feedback at bunewscom.

Caffeine pills aren't
the answer to final
exam success

llo«*b -fa k<

h*v< yot*. bee*

MATT MAUK

BG NEWS IUUSTRATOR

Racial tirade highlights diversity debate
ADAM GHAZITEHRAKI

!<;« ism is alive. The melting pot
of the world is in) exception, and
hirtlicrmorc. neither is (iilifoniin.
Mam ideas have tried and
(ailed to fix the problem, but the
problem seems :IIHIIH aslixable
asthewaroti tenor is successful.
llie hitch is in the philosophy.
\s huriiiiii iusl\ detailed liy'Tlic

office," pretending to Ix1 color
blind Is not a valid strategy
Embracing differences seems

much more compelling.
\s CaUfomians we arc
blessed to know countless other
races and racial combinations,
Using food as the simplest
example, we are treated to
tacos, padh thai, nigiri, schnitzel, tettuccini and hot dogs. To
ignore the cultural source of
these dishes is ignorance, just
as it is to Ignore the different es
that come along with them.
Currently, double standards

k

abound The "n-worii," while
frequently used by our current
hip-hop culture, is venom when
spewed by a while tongue, lb
treat a slur differently based on
the color of the lips from which
it was uttered is racist in and of
itself. All races should ignore and
avoid the use of slurs.
lnaposl-9/ll America, it ben

vogue to treat those of Middle
I ;isteni descent as a lower class
of people. In the |vist, this thinking created slavery and internment camps.
Racism slems from generalization and categorization. The
need to categorize is human and
unavoidable, so instead of trying
lo pretend lhat race doesn'l matter, perhaps we should try to categorize in a different and more
helpful manner.
My lather was rnhlxxl and
nearly beaten to death by two

UC-L

men of a minority in America. I
do not hold their race accountable. I have categorized these
gentlemen under "had people,"
not "minority," because there are
plenty of bad people regardless
of nice. To pin the crime* of an
Individual on an entire race is
just foolishness.
lusl as an engineering student will not change drastically
from taking an English class,
neither will a KKK member
from purchasing a Mos Def CD.
These examples are extreme,
but luckily the majority of
humanity falls in the middle of
the tolerance spectrum.
If your favorite food is Italian,
try some French. I earning about
any aspect of another culture
will brighten your own and only
make the world a better place.
Speaking of the world, travel.
Travel far and wide. Hun with

the bulls, lake a look at the white
cliffs of I )over and eat a croissant
on the Seine. To fully appreciate
one's self, one must appreciate all
ofhumanity.
Racism will not be solved
through seminars and racism-awareness meetings in the
workplace. It will be solved when
people of all races decide lo leant
about all other races. Though we
have many, many differences we
are essentially all Ihe same. We
are all human.
Don't ignore the color of the
person silling next lo you on the
bus; ask them what is in their
lunch box.
I jest, but the message is heartfelt. Instead of trying to ignore
the differences of other races,
explore them and if you accept
all other cultures equally, it will
be hard to treat anyone negatively, I promise.

ll gels closer every single hour.
You mark off the days on your
desktop calendar, nervously
anticipating the moment when
it finally arrives. The days fly by
all too quickly.
Some of you may think that
I'm referring to thai wonderful
lime period in a college student's life known as Christmas
Break, when classes are finally
over and homework and tests
become things of the past.
Unfortunately I'm actually
noting the dreaded time before
it: Finals Week.
Many of us may still he in
denial that the dismaying lime
period is only two weeks away.
But for those of us already trying to cram a semester's wort h
of information into our already
jam-packed minds, wouldn't it
be nice if there was something
to help us retain the Information? Maybe just a magical little
pill that could keep us going for
hours at a time?
Surprisingly enough, there '
is a pill floating around college campuses that can give
students limitless energy and
a minimum sleep drive. And
for those of you who assume
I'm referring lo some restricted
drug thai could possibly land
you in a jail cell, this tiny pill is
actually perfectly legal.
I now introduce to you, the
caffeine pill: a tiny, harmless
pill thai conveys about 200mg
of caffeine, which is equivalent
to two cups of strong coffee,
according to Vivarin.com, one
of the leading producers of caffeine pills.
Sounds convincing, doesn't
il? No side effects and unlimited
energy all stored in a completely
legal little pill that is deemed
completely harmless by most of
the pill's manufacturers.
With finals week right around
the corner, these little pick-meups sound more appealing than
ever. Il seems manufacturers
will say anything to get you to
buy their products these days.
According to a recent article published by the Chicago
Tribune, the so called
"harmless" pills actually arc
more addicting than some
types of drugs, including
LSI) and marijuana.
Many students, attempting to
fight sleep and prolong hours of
study, continue to pop the pills
even after they have exceeded
a safe limit because they compare the pills to a cup of coffee,
which they unreliably believe
will not harm their health.

According to the Boston Daily
Free Press, a community college
student in North Carolina was
reported dead on site after she
swallowed nearly 90 pills—the
equivalent of about 250 cups of
coffee. Tier finals would have
commenced Ihe next week.
Unfortunately for today's
society, it seems that manufacturers would rather disregard
the health risks of their products just to make a profit.
According to Vivarin.com,
"the caffeine in Vivarin is less
irritating to your stomach than
coffee." and contains little or
no side effects. They recommend taking no more than
three pills a day.
However, after only two
pills, symptoms can include
everything from nausea,
vomiting and a racing heart to
hallucinations, panic attacks,
chest pains and trips to the
emergency room.
Not to mention a st rang case
of addiction.
Let's face it: Everywhere
we go, we're surrounded by
caffeine.
New energy drinks are
released every day, candy bars
litter our shelves; we even
have a busy Starbucks right
here on campus.
The problem is we as college students see caffeine as a
food product, rather than ihe
drug thai il really is. We don'l
realize that caffeine is just as
addicting as a more powerful
drug, such as LSD or cocaine.
We never even assume that
there are deadly health risks
involved after taking just two
pills in one day.
According to the American
College of Emergency
Physicians, the researchers
found "more than 250 cases of
medical complications from
ingesting caffeine supplements. Twelve percent of those
cases required hospitalization,
including in the intensive-care
unit. The average age of the caffeine users was 21."
As much as we'd like to
believe that these little pills
will not hurt us, caffeine pills
are not something to mess
around with.
They are addictive, dangerous and can lead lo permanent
effects in our neurological
systems. So in the next two
weeks, when finals begin to get
overwhelming and those tiny,
energy-boosting pills seem so
appealing, remember the consequences of popping just one.
Your grades may reflect the
use of the pills, but unfortunately, your health might, too.
Send comments to Kristin at
knstev^bgsuedu
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EXERCISE
From Page 1
trainer and aerobics instructor, believes aerobic dance is
a trend that is becoming more
popular than traditional aerobics classes. Workout routines
such as belly dancing, juggling
and kickboxing make going to
the gym easier, she said.
"Alternative exercises leave
people with more options
that better lit their lifestyles,"
Holland said. "When you're
doing something new and fun,
you really don't even consider it
working out."

WWWBGNEWSCOM

Molly Bauman, another personal trainer at the Rec, said
Pun fusion is a popular aerobics dance class offered at the
Rec once a week.
"Fun fusion is like lazzersize,
but with hip hop," she said
"The instructor will show the

class a move and then you keep
adding on from there. People
don't even look at it as exercise,
more as just as something fun
to do."
Belly dancing is agreat source
of exercise for people of all ages
because it is not as strenuous
as kickboxing and there are no
weights Involved, Bauman said.
There has been talk about get-

Powell remarks
on 'civil war'

Taft threatens to veto weapons law
By Matt Lrinq.iiM]
The Associated Piess

By Jim Kr.inr
The Associated Ptess

DUBAI, United Arab Emirates
— Former Secretary of State < Jolin
Powell said yesterday at a business
conference here that die war in
Iraq "could be considered a civil
war." the conference organizer
said.
Powell made the comment duringaquesrion-and-answer session
after a keynote speech, according
to David Hellaliy, who organized
the "leaders in Dubai Business
liinim." No cameras were allowed
in to record the talk, bin llellaby
was present and issued a press
release quoting Powell.
Powell could not be immediately
reached for comment. I Icllaliysaid
Powell was leaving I Xihai immediately after yesterday's conference.
Powell's comments come in
share contrast to those of President
Bush, who said Tuesday that Iraqis
not in a civil war. Bush blamed
al-Qaida extremists for the daily
violence there.
lite issue has become the focus
of intense political debate in the
I tatted States in recent days. Powell
is a retired general who served as
chairman of the |oint i :hiefs of
Staff, and was secretary of state
during Bush's first term in office.
During his speech, I lellaby said,
Powell said the Iraq war had three
phases. The first, die invasion
phase, went as planned. Bin the
second phase, the military occupation, was "badly handled," Itavell
said, according to the conference
organizer.

ting a belly dancing class start
ed at the rec center, she said.
liven exotic dancing has been
turned into a workout routine.
Carmen Blectra's advanced
aerobic striptease workout videos are great for girls who gel
bored with regular old workout
videos, said sophomore Sara
Kos( -lanski.
"I didn't know what to expect
at first, but when i woke up
the next moming I was sore,"
KoscianskJ said, "it's not a
cheesy dance at all, and it's
really fun. It givesgirlsa chance
to feel sexy and good about
themselves, and I think that's
important."

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Gov.
Bob i a ft said yesterdaj he

will veto a rewrite of the
slate's concealed weapons
law that would wipe out local
weapons bans and gun sales

regulations.
T'aft's objection to oven id
ing local gun laws has been
clear for months, spokesman
Mark Rickel said, citing as an
example Columbus' assault
weapons ban.
If the legislation ionics to
the governor, "the bill would

be vetoed," Uickel said.
I a I is announcement came
as the House passed the bill
74-14 followingan earlier vote
by the Senate. I lie approval
came after Republican lawmakers said earlier ihis week
they had reai bed a compromise with the siate Highway
Patrol, which had opposed
i cunning I lie plain sight provision.
in addition to pre-empting local governments, the
legislation would also allow
ohioans licensed to carry hidden gun s kni> [hose weapons
onlol sight fioin law enloreeiiMil

officers making traffic sa >|is.

GORDON
From Page 1

action. For the most part, it's
friendly and the crime is low.
he said.
(,onion's goal is to help and
have in
perception- other
than a professor but as a stu

dent." Gordon said.
Gordon cares very much for
his students and said his joy in
instructing students Is teaching
them how to obtain, analyze
and interpret Information.
"I don't impart knowledge
to the students because there
is so much technology Such
as Google that thej can use to
learn ahoul am topic by pecking a few words in the sean li
engine," lie said.
He also uses different teach
ing techniques to gain his students' Interests such as challenging the students in class in
critically analyze the material.
"I don't lecture," Gordon
said. "I use natural and cultural
things that I have experienced
from my travels and incorporate those experiences in my
teachings."
His satisfaction at the end
of the day is to have students
see the world differently than
before they began the class.
"In cultural geography, I
expose other aspects of cultures
to the students," Gordon said.
"But I don't tell them what to
think, we just explore and that's

what geography Is."
Some oi Gordon's students
feel he is deserving of being
awarded Masiri leai IHI
"U lien I saw il on I lie Well site.
I Immediately went to his office
to congratulate him because he
whole hearted!) deserves this
award." said lereim I eliinan.
sophomore.
Lehman, who is in Gordon's
cultural geograph)
i lass,
believes this honor says a lot
about Gordon and reveals his
connection with students.
"it makes me feel proud thai
I am getiing the best edui a
tion by Dr. Gordon because my
teacherwasvoted top," I ehman
said.
Gordon was stunned when
he won the award.
"I fell like loin Cruise when
he jumped on the couch on the
'Oprah Winfrej Show
said
Cordon.
Being
awarded
Mastei
Teacher of 2006 is the highlight
ol his career because it was
given bj the students and not
by administration or staff, he
said.
"(liven ilns honoi validates
the extra mile i have taken foi
nn students and what I have
been doing in the classrooms,"
don Ion said.
Gordon said being awarded
this honor by the students is the
highest compliment he could
have asked for.

about papers m with anything,
they keep me young i wouldn't
look so young il it wasn't foi my
interaction with them."
i lordon stresses the impoi
lame oi Interai tion with stu
dents,
"I love to see students outside
HI class performing activities
such as swimming and playing
musical i istruments because
students are more relaxed and
I get to know them better,"
Gordon said.
Gordon saiii he supports his
students in and out of the classroom, during office hours and
a) organized events,
Marie Derkis, secretary of the
department ol geography, said
she was happy he received the
award,
in Gordon is very deserving ol this award because he
is a good, i .il mg teachei thai
keeps his students Interested
she said.
"Several people have been
nominated in the geograph)
department, bui he Is the lirsi
to win this award,
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multimedia team

"I love mj students.'' he said.
"U hen I talk over with [them

■

Thursdays Movies OnluJ
' w/ Student ID

Ca*lnoRoya»a(PG-13) 2 56 PM 6 45PM '000PM
Deck Tht Halta (PG| 4 25 PM 7 05 PM 9 30 PM

about our

D*)aVU|PG-13| 405PM 6 55PM 955PM
Happy Feet |PG) 2 45PM 700PM 9 45PM

10/10
special

The Santa Clauae 1 Trtt EtcapaClauMtQ)
4 35 PM 7 10 PM 9 50 PM

NOW LEASING FOR 2007 gBKSSSSS
CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

FRAZEEAVE.&
EAST MERRY

COLUMBIA
COURTS

HEINZ (424 Frazee
818 & 808 N. Enterprise)

MERCER MANOR
APARTMENTS

2 & 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES
IHI^HHIHHI

REMODELED / 2 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

♦ Furnished

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 1 Half & 1 Full Bath

♦ Newer Kitchen Cabinets

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Furnished

♦ Full Basement

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Furnished

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Washer/Dryer

♦ Newer Appliances

♦ Spacious

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Newer Carpet

♦ Close to Campus

♦ FIREPLACES

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ Newer Windows

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Air Conditioned

♦ Furnished Units Available

♦ Fireplaces in Select Units

♦ Close to Campus

♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Laundry On-Site

♦ 2 Laundromats

♦ Laundry on Site
Stattinga,

♦ Microwaves
♦ Dishwashers

GREENBR IARJNC.

'

1v

♦ Plenty of Parking
♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

S750/mo.^
+ utilities^ >•

419-352-0717

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms
♦ Air Conditioning
♦
♦
♦
♦

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
FIREPLACES
Laundry on-site
BGSU Shuttle Stop

♦
♦
♦
♦

Furnished
Close to Campus
Plenty of Parking
Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal
c,xatting_af

I

r

S765/mo. N
^+ utilities > >

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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SIDELINES
FALCONS 891 OAKLAND 58
WYATT ANGLE
COLUMNIST

Mid-majors
need more
respect

WOMEN'S B BALL
BG's Kate Achter
named top MAC
player of the week
BG women's basketball

TOP RIGHT: Megan Thabufn goes

standout Kate Achter
(above) has been named a .

up for a shot between two defenders.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Carm Home

Mid-American Conference

passes inside over an Oakland defender

Player of the Week. Achter. a
junior guard, earns the honor

last night. Home finished the night with
25 points, seven rebounds, four assists

for the first time this season

and three steals and scored her 1.000th

and the second time in her
Falcon career.

career point

OUR CALL
On the way up
JORDAN fLOWER

Detroit Pistons: It took

T"EBGN(.VS

JORDAN FIOWIR

--'F-f NF.V'

them a couple
weeks to get
started, but the
'Stones are beginning to
look like the team fans have
become accustomed to after
winning their last six games.

On the way down
Cleveland Cavaliers:
They've lost
four of their last
six games after
coming out of the gate on
fire and winning seven of
nine.

The List
Ohio State basketball
coach Thad Matta (below)
has assembled the best
recruiting class in recent
memory, which has helped
the team earn a No. 1
ranking in the coach's poll.
For the purpose of future
sports trivia questions, here's
a breakdown of the group
dubbed the "Thad Five":

Rolling along
Carin Home scores 19 points in first half to lead to BG over Oakland
By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

Carin Home needed 21 points
to reach 1,000 for her career.
She picked a good night to catch
fire as 24th-ranked BGSU (5-1)
cruised to a 89-58 victory over
Oakland (2-4).
I lorne finished the night with
25 points on 9-of-l4 shooting.
When the dust settled, Home
was the 21st player in BCiSU history to reach 1,000 points,
"It feels great, I didn't know
I was so close and at half time
coach told me 1 needed two
points," Home said.
After her first four shots
were off the mark, Home proceeded to hit her next seven
shots, three of which were
three pointers and the falcons
led at the break 52-20.
Home's stat line didn't end
there, as she went 5-of-8 from

"Carin is an amazing
player especially
when her stuff is just
falling like that."
Ali Mann | BG Basketball

beyond the arc and had seven
rebounds, four assists and
three steals.
"Carin is an amazing player
especially when her stuff is just
falling like that," said teammate
and fellow 1,000 point-club
member, Ali Mann. "For her to
reach that thousand point mark,
we're all proud of that."
l.iz llonegger, another member of (he 1,000-point club, had
a great night, hitting 4-of-5 from
t he three point arc and finishing
with 16 points.
"Anyone on our team can

go off. It's hard to play defense
against I imagine," Mann said,
"So it's fun to distribute the ball
like that."
BG was leading by so much,
they were able to play all three of
their freshmen at the end of the
game. Laura Bugher had four
points, two rebounds and two
steals to lead the class.
Another hot start aided the
Falcons in their victory. They
shot 60.6 percent in the first
half compared to Oakland's
24 percent.
"Our first half was a huge lift
for us tonight and really made
no doubt in the game," said BG
coach Curt Miller. "I thought we
had good energy and good communication early on. I thought
we kept them off balance and
they missed some early shots."
The Grizzlies did miss early
See WOMENI

Carin Home '
scores her
I
1,000th point \
Home turned in a 25-point
gem last night to reach a
total of 1,004 in her career.
She is the 21st player in
school history to reach the

■

milestone and the third
active player to do so.

|

On Saturday, Nov. 25, 2006, the
Boise Slate Broncos defeated the
Nevada Wolf Pack with a score
of 38-7, improving their record
to 8-0 in the Western Athletic
Conference. 12-0 overall.
You can't blame Nevada
(who. impressively, outscored
their previous three opponents
129-7) for failing to take out the
Broncos. There wasn't much
that anyone in Reno could
throw at quarterback lared
Zabransky that was going to
slow him down. Zabransky was
responsiblefornearly 500 points
this season, which prompts the
big question: What's a midmajor school to do to get to the
national title game?"
Let's break down Boise State's
season a bit more.
The Broncos were able to
post 473 points over the course
of the season (about 39 points
a game) which is three points
higher than the No. 1 ranked
Ohio State Buckeyes, and Mr.
Zabransky was able to post
2,325 passing yards in 2006,
only 182 yards shy of Heisman
frontrunner Troy Smith. Their
average margin of victory is 24
points and they were able to
put up 43 points against the
only Top 25 team they played.
Boise State has been undefeated two out of their last three
regular seasons, has won their
conference seven out of eight
years and has lost one conference game since 2002.
Head coach Chris Petersen
would probably suck at giving
one of those "go get'em next
week" post-loss consolation
speeches to his team considering he's never had to do it.
Needless to say, Boise State
is good. But on the same
token, Boise State isn't going
to the national championship
game either.
If you're a BCS official brought
to the Boise State locker room,
what do you think you would
See BOISE | Page 7
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1. Greg Oden: He's
yet to take the court due to
a wirst injury, but when the
player named Sis top high
school prospect of 2006
does return, you can be sure

Falcons make adjustments as
they prepare to take on Troy

the 7-foot-l center will make
his presence known.

2. Daequan Cook:
This 6-foot-5 product of
Dayton has been OSU's
MVP through six games,
averaging 17.8 points and
seven boards per contest.

3. Mike Conley: High
school teammates with
Oden (imagine that combo),
Conley has put up nearly
10 points per game and has
dished out an average of 6.3
assists.

4. David Lighty:
Another freshman playing
like a senior. Lighty has
been a solid compliment to
an already stocked line-up,
averaging 8.3 points this
season for the Buckeyes.

5. Mark Titus:
Including Titus' one point per
game, the four freshmen that
have played are averaging
over 45 points per contest,
more than half of the team's
total output.

NEW YORK (AP) — Former
University of Michigan football coach Bo Schembechler
had completed a book on
leadership at the time of his
death and Warner Books will
release it next fall, the publisher announced yesterday.
"Bo's Lasting Lessons: A
Legendary Coach Teaches
the Timeless Fundamentals
of Leadership" was finished
a week before Schembechler
died of heart failure, on Nov.
17, at age 77.
"We are deeply saddened by
t he passi ngof Bo Schembech ler
but are honored to be publish-

By John Turner
Sports Editor

Despite a win Saturday over last
year's Sun Belt Champion South
Alabama, BG coach Dan Dakich
sees a lot of room for improvement as he looks to get the best
out of a young, yet talented
Falcons squad.
The Falcons turned the ball
over 18 times in the contest,
which the team will look to
improve on this week when they
take on Troy this Saturday at
Anderson Arena.
"What we did poorly in that
game are things that should
be correctable," Dakich said. "I
thought sloppiness with the ball
was a problem."
The team will pay special
attention to taking care of the
basketball this week in preparation for Troy's aggressive 1-1-3
zone defense.
"We really haven't played
much against the zone, and one
of two things is going to happen," Dakich said. "We'll either
get good shots by being patient,
or they'll steal the ball a lot."
Last season, the Falcons beat
Troy on their own court by a
score of 60-52 in what Dakich
called the team's best game of
the season. This year, the matchup for the 2-2 Falcons looks to
be another tough one with the
Trojans returning most of their
players from last year's team and
adding a pair of junior college
transfers.
"This will be the most athletic team we play from a quickness and jumping standpoint."
Dakich said. "They are a com-

Schembechler's book on
leadership set to be released
ing the book that he spent the
last months of his life working
on," Warner publisher Jamie
Raab said in a statement.
According to Warner, the
book "draws on Bo's 21 years
of coaching experience at the
University of Michigan and
focuses on his extraordinary
ability to motivate his players
and staff to reach their maximum potential in life."
Schembechler, a seventime Big Ten coach of the year,
compiled a 194-48-5 record at
Michigan from 1969-89. His
record in 26 years of coaching
was 234-65-8.

Buckeye-Wolverine game
creates costs for Columbus

BMNDONHEBS ! THE K NEWS
UP AND UNDER: Sophomore Erik Marschall goes around the basket for the tough lay-in
last week in a game at Anderson Arena against Furman.

bination of Arkansas State and
South Alabama."
Leading the team in scoring
to this point for BG is last year's
leading scorer Martin Samarco,
who's averaging just over 20
points per game. Samarco is followed in scoring by sophomore

Erik Marschall, who's averaging
11.8 points per game and leading the team in field goal percentage for players with 20 or
more minutes played.
Freshman Otis Polk had a key
See FALCONS | Page 7

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
More than $500,000 was spent
on police and fire overtime
for the Ohio State-Michigan
football game, according to
reports released this week.
Rick Amweg, assistant university police chief, said the
$562,415.65 was well spent
considering the post-game
celebration went smoother
than past years.
Top-ranked Ohio State
advanced to the Ian. 8 national championship game with
its 42-39 victory over then-No.
2 Michigan on Nov. 18.
"It's hard to put a price
tag on prevention. You can't
do that. You prevented serious injury, maybe death, and
definitely property damage,"

Amweg said.
There were about 40 arrests
and dozens of fires set in student neighborhoods, but not
a repeat of the rioting that followed Ohio State's 2002 win
over Michigan en route to the
national championship.
To prepare for the latest
matchup of the archrivals, the
city banned parking, emptied trash bins and removed
couches from porches in some
neighborhoods near campus
as precautions.
Those measures likely will
be repeated leading up to the
national championship game
in Glendale, Ariz., although
plans haven't been finalized,
university and police officiais
said.
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MAC's top coaches square
off in championship game
DETROIT (AP) — Brian Kelly
and Frank Solich came lo the
Mid-American Conference from
different directions, one moving
up the career ladder, the other
coming down.
But they've had the same
results —turning around programs that had been traditional losers.
Solich and his Ohio Bobcats
face Kelly's Central Michigan
Chippcwas tonight in the MAC
title game.
While Kelly is considered an
up-and-coming coaching star,
having been in the running for
the Iowa State and Michigan
State jobs, Solich has already
been to t he h ighest level of college
football. He coached Nebraska
from 1998-2003, including a trip
to the 2001 national championship game.
After being fired by the
Cornhuskers, the Cleveland
native took the Bobcats job last
season. He went 4-7 in 2005 but
led Ohio to a 9-3 record this year,
the Bobcats' most wins since
they went 10-1 in 1968.
The slow start didn't concern Solich.
T wasn't interested in a quick
fix," he said, i wanted to build a
team, because chemistry is just
as important as Xs and ()s. The
players bought into what the
coaching staff was doing."
While the MAC is a long way
from the Big 12, Solich has
enjoyed the chance to build a
team close to home.
"It's been great to come back
and continue my career in the
state of Ohio," he said. I was
lucky to get involved in a great
situation here.'
The Bobcats have already
accepted an invitation to the
GMAC Bowl on Ian. 7, their
first bowl game since the 1968
Tangerine Bowl.
"It's amazing to see the turnaround in this program,'' senior
linebacker Tyler Russ said. "We
were excited when Coach Solich
was hired, because we knew
where he had been and what he
had done."

Ohio is led by tailback Kulvin
McRae, who has rushed for 1,139
yards and 14 touchdowns.
Kill is an outstanding back."
Chippcwas linebacker Red Keith
said. "He's a power runner, and
we're going to have to be physical against him."
Like Solich, Kelly came to
the MAC with a championship pedigree, but at a different
level. Before coming to Central
Michigan in 20(14, he had won a
pair of Division II titles at Grand
Va I ley State.
"We knew (loach was a proven
winner, so we had to believe in
his plan," Keith said. "He's been
t here and we haven't."
While Kelly received a lot of
attention this week, he wanted
to focus on tonight's matchup.
"We're locked in on Ohio," he
said. "This was the destination
we wanted for our football team
(letting to the championship
game was our only goal."
The Chippcwas are already
guaranteed a second visit to
Ford Field, the site of the last
Super Bowl, having accepted
a bid to the Dec. 26 Motor
City Bowl.
"When you've played in front
DI 105,000 people al Michigan,
there's not much left that is
going to intimidate you," he said.
"Playing Michigan and Boston
College was dilTicuIt this season.
but we learned that physically,
we can play with the best teams
in the country. It just conies

down to execution."
While Ohio prefers to attack
on the ground, (Central Michigan
likes to throw the ball.
Dan LeFevour has thrown for
2,555 yards and a conference-
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BOISE

FALCONS
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From Page 6

say? "Good job, boys. You
guys did every! h i ng you were
asked to do. You obliterated
opponent after opponent
convincingly. So... I guess
we'll see you next year. I lave
fun with those potatoes and
blue grass.
Okay, I'm not a nincompoop, I (as well as everyone in the English speak
Ing world) know why Boise
State isn't ranked number
two in the polls right after
Ohio State. It's those three
magical words — strength
of schedule, lioise State's
opponents, for the most
part, all come from states
that, if you were trying to
name all 50 states in the
country, you'd forget.
On the other hand, something has to be said for the
team who is 51-2 at home
since 1999. Big schools don't
want to face them; a loss to
a non-BCS school isn't going
to do them any favors down
the line. And who's to say
that the WAC is any less of
a challenge than any BCS
school? This year. Ohio State
obliterated every one of their
fellow conference members
outside of Michigan and
Illinois, making me wonder
if Ohio State is as impressive as they arc IOK, they are
pretty good! or if it was just
that the Big Ten was a stomp
ing ground this season.
By not considering Boise
State for the national title
game in either of their two
undefeated seasons sends a
very stark message to every
other mid-major school
across the nation. The message? You may lie a Division
1-Aschool, but no mat ter how
hard your boys I ry. you're not
going to be looked at lor ,ui\

block in last weekend's game
against South Alabama,
which gave fans a taste of his
abilities and shot-blocking
prowess. Dakich will look to
Polk to step up defensively in
Saturday's match-up, where
he'll need the 6-foot-9 center
to show fans the kind of skill
he's shown in practice.
"Otis was able to change
the game
defensively,"
Dakich said. "Everyday (in
practicel he does something
that makes you go 'wow.'"
After the Falcons take on
Troy on Saturday, they'll
have one day off before their
rematch against Arkansas
State. The Falcons lost to
Arkansas State on the road
in their second game of this
season by a score of 64-54.

3 2
5
4 9
4

WOMEN

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

national title consideration.
Year after year "I success
translates to year after year
of ...well, looking forward to
next year.

It

READ M0RE:i or the icst of Id.,
column v i' www.bgnews.com

From Page 6
shots — their first 10 to be
exact. They did not make
their first field goal until the
12:43 mark of the first half.
They went on to convert six
field goals in the opening
stanza. The good defense
opened up the opportunity
for B(I to make baskets in
transition. The Falcons outscored Oakland 26-8 on the
fast break.
"We finally got out and
ran and got our wings
and our point guard some
easy layups." Mann said.
"Making easy
baskets
like that gets our defense
hyped up and then we can
get defensive stops and
rebounds and push again
so we just had everything
going for us. We were making shots like crazy."
Iloneggerand Home were
just the latest Falcons to have
a good scoring night. Every
night a different Falcon starter turns in a game-changing
performance.
"I'm ecstatic with how
we're playing offensively
— there's a lot of confidence,
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December 1st and 2nd!
Listen to 88.1 FM WBGU
BGSU vs. Nebraska-Omaha
BGSU Hockey on 88.1 FM WBGU!
Pregame 8:30pm
Puck Drops 7:05

'I'U l"<l>H I <l>lt I'l'B

TOB Big/Little Pairing
Erin M. - Erin H.
Susie E. - Brittany Wilson
& Sarah Luker
Heather R. - Megan Hall
Andrea F. - Beathany Grose
& Kaitlin Hipp
Jess Scott - Crystal Apking
Lauren W. - Tori Dillon
Amanda M. -AudreyAmos
Jenni R. - Christina Coughlin
Sarah Miller - Brittany Hammond
Amanda S. - Crystal Glenn
Tasha G. - Christine Weaver
Becca R. - Amber Cook
Sarah H. - Rachelle Miller
Melanie H. - Kirsten Bieszczad,
Jessica Belcher & Whitney Goings
Tricia M. - Sarah Brown
& Noel Soltero
Melissa C. - Morgan Glader
Ann Smith - Ashley Bryan
Arielle B. - Emily Cotton
Susie E. -Amanda Cavanaugh
Amanda M. - Lauren Weitzel
Ann S. - Sarah Miller & Katie Miller

PRIZESUOOKU™
there's a lot of execution right
now," Miller said. "We're gel
ling contributions from a lot
of people, they're stepping
up and making shots,"
The win was lid's 20th
straight in Anderson Arena.
which is now the second
best streak in the nation
thanks to a Hartford loss
last night.
BG will be back in action

next Wednesdaj when the)

America's
favorite
Crayola
crayon color
is blue.

host Indiana at 7 p.m.

You Want it? We Got it!
422 CLOUGH 2BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
$470.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S470.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

146 1/2 MANVILLE 1 BR Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.
$440 00 per month plus utilities, deposit S440 00 Lease May 12,
2007 to May 3,2008

424 CLOUGH 3BR Limit3 people. Limit3 cars.
S705 00 per month plus utilities, deposit S705.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

150 1/2 MANVILLE 2BR. Limit 2 people Limn 2 cars.
$440.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $440 00
Lease May 12, 2007 to May 3,2008

221 S. COLLEGE 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$816.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S816.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

806 SCOTT HAMILTON 4 BR Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
SI,100.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI,100.00 Lease May 12,
2007 to May 3, 2008

722 EIGHTH 3BR. Limit3 people Limit 3 cars.
S560 00 per month plus utilities, deposit S560.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3.2008

830 SCOTT HAMILTON 3BR.. 2 baths. Limit 5 people
Limit 5 cars $925.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $925.00.
Lease May 12, 2007 to May 3, 2008

629 ELM 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S885.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S885 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

831 SCOTT HAMILTON Units #A and #B Duplex 2BR,
1 Bath each unit. Limit 4 people per unit. $810.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit SBtO.00. Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

710 ELM 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S740.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $470 00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.

605 SECOND #A 4BR. Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars.
$780.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S780.00
Lease August 16.2007 to August 9,2008

614 FOURTH 3BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3, 2008

715 SECOND 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
$795.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $795.00
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3,2008

219 W. EVERS 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$800.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S800.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

712 SECOND #B 2BR. Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
$690 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $690.00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9. 2008

327 E. EVERS #A and #B Duplex 2BR. each unit.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 5690.00 per month plus Utilities.
Lease August 16.2007 to August 9,2008

723 SIXTH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
$560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

614 FOURTH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

303 S. SUMMIT 4BR Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars.
$1,140.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI, 140 00.
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3,2008

117 GEORGIA 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
$840 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

246 TROUP 4BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$1,155.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI,155 00
Lease August 15,2007 to August 9, 2008

232 LEHMAN 3BR. 1 1/2 bath duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $620.00.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

329 E. WOOSTER #B 3BR. apt. Limit 3 people. Limit3 cars.
$620.00 per month plus utilities.
Lease May 12, 2007 to May 3,2008

140 1/2 MANVILLE 2BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Above a garage $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560 00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.
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Houses Available for Rent for 2007-2008
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best 22 I'D passes.
Like Solich, Kelly is trying to build a tradition, so he
appreciates what his opponent has achieved.
These are two teams that
have improved themselves on
both sides of the ball," he said.
"Ohio has built a well-rounded
defense and an offense that is
going to run the ball and control
the clock."
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319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Renlail Office 419-354-2260
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
www.johnnewloverealestale.com

"We've got a place for everyone!"

WWWBGNEWSCOM
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The Daily Crossword Fix

TODAY IN HISTORY:

■

4

On November 30, 1993, Bill Clinton signed the Brady
handgun control bill into law. The law requires a prospective
handgun buyer to wait five business days while the authorities
check 6n his or her background, during which time the sale is
approved or prohibited based on an established set of criteria.

Services Offered

CUMifWd Ads • 419*73 -«977

H4(l.in.l llMHIIl
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Sanderson Stables

II illv.li.lll"

klWJIl Jill Hi ■ '

Travel

#1 Spring Break Website! Low pn
ces guaranteed. Group discounts
lor 6*. Book 20 people, get 3 Iree
trips'
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202.
Travel with STS to this year s top 10
Spring Break destinations' Best
deals guaranteed' Highest rep commissions. Visit www.ststravel.com or
call 1-800-648-4849 Great group
discounts

rersonals

A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons, Web Based Distance
Learning, Training. Workbooks.
& Educ Activities Since 1982
We provide credit &
non-credit courses covering
100. 200 & 300 levels.
Trail riding, contesting and more
Contacl us at 419-655-2253 or
www. sandersonstables com
into@sandersonstables.com

Help Wanted

•BARTENDING' up lo $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Childcare needed in our Perrysburg
home. 3 weekdays. 8am-5pm. email
m. childcare@hotmai I. com

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
HOME OF THE WORLD FAMOUS
STUFFED BREAKSTICKS

352-9638

Earn $800-53200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

Cu-t/c/Ht'.jfr/

Established Public Relations firm
seeks lo lill ENTRY LEVEL position
Qualified candidates will have interest in PR'Communications and be
sell-starter Duties will include registering people to vote for. or against.
state alcohol sales issue $10 hr includes additional performance bonus. Call 866-666-6995.

Holiday
^Catering

ir

Construction Sales. Fortune 200
company seeking sales protessional
Competitive compensation. Background in construction a plus Paid
vacation, holidays 401K benefits &
more. Dec. grads welcome. Apply
by sending resume to Gale Industries 25581 Forl Meigs Rd . Suite A
Perrysburg OH 43551.

<

1419353 2277J

Nanny w/ child care exp. needed to
care for 2 girls ( 2 1 2 yrs. + 5 yrs.)
in our BG home 2 to 3 days a week
10am-4pm. S8.00-S9.00 hr. Good
rets., reliable car & child care exp.
req 419-353-5363
Part-time childcare needed in our
Perrysburg home, for infant and toddler Tues.Fh. 7:30-530. experience & references required. Call
419-810-0019.
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks.
419-352-7070.
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers, hosts hostesses
419-893-2290
465 W. Dussei Dr. Maumee.
Located m Suffolk Square.

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio

Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabq.com
Have a few places
open NOW

• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

-FREE HEAT

European nat.
Cozy
Opp. of WNW
Some sheer fabrics
Old French com
Forgo
College credit
Silents actress Negri
Scoffing laughs
Switch ending?
Deadpan
Fr, woman's title
One in Madrid
Ready to turn in
Parts of feet
Fugitive

-

Wanted

"

2 br duplex. Private Parking 8
Patio. Clean. Quiet. Close
$540'mo . util. 419-352-1104.

1

4 BR. HOUSES
ON WOOST6R ST
419-352-1104.
A free months rent. Subleaser wanted lor Spring Semester. 2 bedroom
house. $220.'mo .util. 419-409-1763

ACROSS

I need Sal graduation tickets

t
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
26
27
28
32
35
36
37
38
41
42

$$$

Call Jen 419-344-0772
Lg. 2 br. Furn Townhouse.
Spiral Stairs. Waulted Ceilings.
Garage. DWash. AC 419-352-1104
Subleaser wanted lor Spr. & or Smr.
semesters. 5 bdrm. house, across
Irom campus. S290 mo. Call 419303-8793
Subleaser wanted lor Spring & or
Summer semester. 3 bdrm. house.
$275 mo S util. Call 330-806-1886

For Rent

Wildebeests
Magic formula
Start of Kenneth Kaunda quote
Tear down in England
Banks of baseball
Uncommon
"Dies
"
Roof overhang
Give off
Designer Head
Part 2 of quote
Part 3 of quote
Jamaican music
Kuwaiti leader
Accelerate
Olympic skater Eric
Extinct bird
Flintstones' pet
Appendage
Part 4 of quote
Lubricate
Arizona tnbe

"Avail Now Rms low as $225 mo.
1 & 2 bdrm. Apts'House between
campus & DnTown low as $399 mo.
cartyrentals.com or 419 353-0325.

$465 per mo.. 1 bdrm. eHic. Util. mcl
Close to campus & downtown. Avail.
Jan. 1,2007 740-334-1720

r
r
w

r\

48 Joanne of "All the
Kings Men
49 Atmosphere elemen
51 "Christ Stopped at
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
62
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Hillsdale Apti.
1082 FairviewAve.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
'Ask about internet discount

419-353-7715 t=J
Findlay Pike Apts.
111(113 FindlayPk Portage, OH

{f citmsAfc \f f/iemtb}

Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at $475/mo. . Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

foarm/Av
BR8TATE IIHIVK
l.xil \yi (nnicrof I--5 mill Rl jij

ALL STADIUM SEATING

Parly room available for hirth.Uo
il< -. or -..,,,,11 Kroup«
Call for Informallon
2 DHV Advance Ticket Sales
OEJA VUlPG-111

7 00940

DECK THE HAILS IPGI

7 30950

LETSGOIOPHISONH)

7 40 10:00

TENACIOUS 0 IN: THE PICK OF DESTINV IRI
7209:50
• CASINO HOYALE tPO-11)
HAPPY FEET (PCI

Evergreen Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

7 00 8009:50

715 7:459:4010:10

STRANGER THAN FICTIONlPG-131140 1000
BOflATim

7 209:35

THE SAWTA CLAUSE 3: THE ESCAPE CLAUSElGI
7:45 10:00
SAW Hi "

7 20930

HeinziiuAptl.
710 652 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

¥th*fay O .

42S-286I

KRiriAV-SI1HDM All SLIP. Ml MICMSM.yi
FLICKAiPGI
7 15 920
THE PRESTIGE (PS-Ill
7009:30
THE GRUDGE 2 (PC-Ill
7009:20
MAN OF THE TEAR iPG in
7 00 9.20
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH IPG-1317 10 9 20
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE THE
BEGINNING i»
7 2C 930

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.maeccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

1 roommate needed. Spring & Sum-

Female Subleaser Needed
Close lo Campus
(419)310-3211 lor details

Large 2 bdrm W'D 1st foot duplex.
8th St, $595 mo. Campus shuttle
close. 419-352-8872.

Grad students & mature undergrads
1 bdrm. apt Close to campus. Avail
Dec. More into call Gary 352-5414

Lrg 1 bdrm apt 234 l>2 S. College.
1 1 2 block Irom campus. $360 per
month, spring thru summer.Call 978273-2243.

mer semesters. $200 mo. neg
Close to campus 740-407-8456
2 bdrm apt on 4th Street
$490 a month . util. Avail. Jan. 07.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
2 bdrm. furnished apl w. gas tireplace. Located next to waler tower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239.
3 & 4 bedroom houses to rent

Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353 8206
www 'ilerenlals com

3 bdrm., 1 balh. laundry room

Close to campus S downtown
419308-2456

Highland Management
1 S 2 bedroom
Lease lot 07' • 08' School Year
Oflice Hours 9-2pm M-F
Senior Graduate Housing
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt com
HOLIDAY SPECIAL'
1.2 Olf First Months Rent'
Ivywood Apartments
419-352-7691 EHO
'some restrictions apply

All appliances New carpel
422 N. Prospect 419-392-4969

INFORMATION
800-488-8828

www.sandpiperbeacon.com

FREE SPRING BREAK
MODEL SEARCH CALENDAR'
1000

■IKIVAIIONI.

House avail, immed. 3 bdrm.. 2 bathcentral air, washer dryer hook-up.
fenced In yard. Call 419-494-9509.
Houses Apts lor 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
OHiceopen 10-2 M-F
www.boaoanmenls com
Quiet tenants preferred
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt. looking for 1 sublsr ASAP
or looking for Spr. Sem Fully turn
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
WD. AC. central heat, breakfast
bar. hi-spd cable & internet meld, in
rent $650 mo 216-538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu

Retired teacher & prolessor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm., 2 wood
burning lireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. meld partial util Call alter 7 8
leave message 419 352 5523.
Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100.
Rooms in house. Close lo campus.
Leases flexible. All Ihe amenities.
Call 419-353-9696 lor more info
Semesler Leases Available
Call lor details
BG Village 419 352-6335
Simply styling, our 1 bdrm apts.
have lots ol style lor a price thai is
simply perlect! Special pricing availhurry in, this is a limited time oiler.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Two 3 bdm. houses Close to BGSU
Off-street parking. W'D. AC One 3
bdrm apl. w/ W D. off-street parking
Close to BGSU One-2 bdrm apt.
off slreet pkg. Close to BGSU All
avail Aug 15, 2007 419352-4773
419-265-1061 (cell).

VMUtriQUARI

1

Rainbow fish
. llrma
Stackable snacks
Cutting remark
Scottish Gaelic
Silent assents
Soft, soggy mixture
Gridiron meas.

Authentic Italian Cuisine

1 subleaser needed for Spring
2007. Heinz Site. $262 per mo Call
740-361-1670 lor more information

"V»UD IO» II»M
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"leasing NOW 0708 S Y Houses
Apis. EH. Rms. Some. 1 sem leases
cartyrenlals.com or 419-353-0325

1 bdrm apl. prime location down
town BG Quiel. secure, available
before Christmas 419-352-1584,
ask for Kirk

Compass dir.
Snooze
Nameless scoundrel
Shanng pronoun
Ukr. or Lith.. once
Part 5 of quote
Part 6 of quote
Chicken caller
Racer Luyendyk
Branch of science: sutf.
Tiny opening
Reply letters
Distributed
Continental cash
End of quote
Revolves
Info from schedules

Pine Wines

1 bdrm. house on 7th SI. Flex.
lease
No util Avail. Jan. 1s1 $420 month.
419-287-4337

07 - 08 School Year
1,2 S 3 bedroom apis, available For
more inlo call 419-354-9740.

44
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51
55
59
60
61
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
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Italian Restaurant

SPRING BREAK

7 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments
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Sorrow
Henner's "Taxi" role
Old flying letters
Churned as if boiling
Notice
Orison
Delegate
Place
Fewer
Inflicted
Certain short-waves
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Holiday Gift Tab
CRAFTS:Why buy when you
can make? These suggestions
can make gift giving much
more personal and have a
personal touch. | Page 2
GIFTIDEAS:Stuckonagift
idea for your significant other or
friends? Take a few minutes to
read what two reporters
suggest. | Pages 4,5
ACTIVITIESLooking for
something to do? These ideas
include lights, tubas, plays and
the world's largest Christmas
store. | Page 7
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Local businesses provide craft ideas
Crafts serve as a different option for holiday gifts that show more thought and care
By Amanda Gill.t
Reporter

Holiday craft ideas instead of store
bought presents
By Amanda Gilles | Page 2

Remember the pagan's winter
solstice celebration, Yule
By Amanda Hoover | Page 3

Shopping ideas for guys
By Kristen Schweitzer | Page 4

Shopping ideas for girls
By Christy Johnson | Page 5

Music, movies and video games are on the
top of the list
By Mike Robinson | Page 6

Holiday excursions

As the semester winds down, finals
and hours of cramming approach.
But amidst all of that is one of the
largest gift-giving times of the holiday season.
This year many local Bowling
Green businesses provide students
with a chance to make crafts that
are better than the elementary
school artwork mom politely hung
on the fridge.
Since time is a priceless gift to give
to someone, what could be a belter
way to show your own sincerity than
through a craft?
So amidst the 10-page papers and
two-hour exams, what is a student to
do when it comes to giving a gift that
is unique and not store bought?
Never fear because local businesses here in Bowling Green have just
the present for any student to make,
even for that stublxim uncle or that

By Amanda Gilles | Page 8

Features Editor: Alison Kemp
Designer: Rachel Greenfield

only are the prices reasonable, but at
Aardvark. the employees are willing
to work with any ideas and help create a warm gift both for the body and
from the heart.
"Embroidery is a great gift idea
because students will have put in
their won personal touch," said Bell.
But keep in mind, this type ol
gift will take some time, so plan in
advance!
Scrappin' on Main

Another option for gift ideas is
Scrappin' on Main located at 182 S.
Main St.
The owners Kristen Stunn, Carrie
Mancuso, and Lori Moorman arc
all about homemade gifts from the
heart. The store is open on Monday
from 10 a.m. until 8 p.m„ Tuesday
from 11 a.m. until 7 p.m., Friday from
II am. until 8 p.m. and Saturday
from 11) a.m. until4 am,
Scrappin' On Main offers an endSee CRAFTS | Page 5

Americans spend high amount at holidays
By Andrew Millar
U-WIRE

By Alison Kemp | Page 7

Service ideas for the holiday season

bratty cousin. So take a break from
studying for finals and make something special this holiday season.
AlMKkHl Screen Printing
The first gift idea can be completed
at Aardvark Screen Printing owned
by Gary Bell at 123 S. Main St
Here, personalized articles of ckithing and embroidery are produced.
Throughout the years, and
especially during the holidays,
Aardvark sells retail items for
local schools and custom designs
for the campus. Students can
design a variety of sweatshirts,
golf shirts, hats and jackets.
"Students can even bring in their
own sweatshirts and have embroidery added on as well," said Bell.
The store is open Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m. until
fi p.m., on Wednesday from 10 a.m.
until 8 p.m. and Saturday from 10
a.m.until2 pin
Even those unsure of what or
where to begin can be saved. Not

Iowa — I seem to remember learning long ago that Christinas happens
only once a year, on a special day in
late December.
Of course, it could just be my
memory deceiving me; these days
Christmas seems to have morphed
from one day into an entire season
several months long Now that we're in
the middle of November with a mere
25 shopping days left, the Christmas
craze is in full swing again.
I find it unfortunate that this has
happened, though not because I'm
in the least bit Scmogeish.
Yuletide is actually one of my favorite times of year, but I dislike turning
on the TV the day after Halloween
and seeing actors giving each other
lovey-eyes and jewelry in faux snow.
This was especially inflammatory
last week when we were enjoying
70-degree days—Christmas weather
in Florida, perhaps, but not in Iowa

Why must we put up with this?
The answer, of comae, is money.
Our economy, of which about 70 percent comes from consumer sending, is very dependent on the enormous spending Americans make
every holiday season.
As a a-sult, retailers seemingly
stan the battle for our Christmas
cash earlier every year. Even lesser holidays, like last weekend's
Veterans' Day, arc turned into sales
events at which it's possible to get a
head start on your shopping.
Luckily. Thanksgiving and its twin
traditions of football-watching and
overeating are still somewhat independent, but it can't be long before
they're swallowed up as well.
Christmas like most other holidays, has been undergoing a process
of commercialization for decades.
It is unique, however, for the sheer
amount of consumption it entails
Theseasonismoreandmoreabout
stuff, and less about, well, whatever
it was supposed to be about in the

first place. And recently, as Americans
arc becoming ever-busier, gifts are
increasingly store-bought and rclnrively impersonal.
Advertisers claim to be the location of the "perfect" gift for your
loved ones, and then direct you to
the big-screen plasma TVs or the
new video game systems or the
designer clothes.
Maybe it's just me, but I seem to
notice a correlation between a gift's
"perfection" and its high price tag
I'm particularly sensitive to the
accelerated holiday season, since
mid-November is usually when people start asking me what I want to
receive.
Every year 1 have trouble coming
up with a list of stuff I want, much to
the chagrin of my family. The problem is, if I need something I'll just go
out and buy it, and there Isn't a whole
lot of stuff I really must have in my
simple college student's life.
See MONEY | Page 5
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Remember Yule, the pagan celebration

"lis the season. The onset of Black
Friday and the shopping which
commences will officially usher
in the "holiday season." For many
of us this means we will bust out
Christmas trees, images of Santa
and snowmen and start wishing
for snow.
It also means that the politically-correct scene will be on high
alert to be sure we wish everyone
"Happy Holidays" rather than a
Merry Christmas.
I lere on campus the pressure
will be especially high as many
University-sponsored organizations (including our resident
advisers) will be hosting an
onslaught of 'holiday' parties and
'holiday' dinners.
My purpose here is to remind
all of our establishments not to
leave out a very important winter
holiday when planning for these
festivities. Yes, I know most of
these shindigs will prepare the
Christmas tree, the llanukkali
mennrah and something very
Kwanzaa-esk. But many will for-

get Yule.
Yule, the pagan celebration of
the winter solstice, has its roots
far before any of our more popular holidays, and indeed, actually where some of our more
"American" Christmas traditions
come from.
As winter solstice (occurring
around Dec. 21) is the longest
night of the year, festivities ue
centered on the coming of longer days. As a symbol for this,
many celebrate it as the re-birth
of the sun god from the goddess,
according to an article from withvox.com.
Hence the colors red and
green: Green traditionally represents the new life and growth
which will come with the longer days and shorter nights. Red
in the pagan tradition represents fertility, though Christian
mythology honors this color as
the blood of Christ.
The Christmas tree also originated with the celebration of
winter solstice. According to
religioustolerance.org, early
pagans decorated their homes
with houghs of evergreen trees
and bushes because of their
ability to withstand the winter
weather of England.
Anotherfamiliarpre-Christmas

evergreen is mistletoe. A symbol
of peace, kissing under the mistletoe most likely originated from
the Scandinavian association of
the bush with their goddess of
love, I'rigga. Its use during Yule is
associated with its implied meanings of both love and peace.
Finally, the use of the wreath is
derived from the pagan symbol
of the wheel of the year, used,
again, to celebrate the beginning of a new year and longer
days which will usher in the new
growing season.
This ancient holiday has
earned its place among our
popular celebrations. So why
has il been ignored? Why do we
take so many pains to remember Kwanzaa (which was created
in 1966 by Maulana Karenga,
according to officialkwanzaawebsite.org) and shove one
of the oldest celebrations in the
world to the wayside?
1 encourage everyone on this
campus who will host a P.C.
'holiday' party or meal this
year to remember Yule, the
winter solstice.
If you really want to teach
diversity, do your homework
and help to incorporate winter solstice traditions into your
holiday season.
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Black Friday began the season of shopping
By Becky Steinert
UWire

new "must-have." The video-game
industry is a prime example. The
newly released Sony PlayStation 3
soon will make its predecessors completelyobsolete.leavinglittle recourse
to the owners of the machines hut to

MANHATTAN, Kan.—Thanksgiving
is upon us once again, and with it, the
commencement of the Christmas
shopping season. Black Friday, as the
day after Turkey Day is « dramatically called, usually is celebrated by
over-zealous consumers waking up
at ungodly hours to purchase unnecessary items al lower prices.
Ibis budget-stretching time of
year has become largely commercialized.
Stores lake the opportunity to
make money. Customers take the
opportunity to suck the care and
thoughtfulness out olgift-giving.
For stores, profiteering during the
holiday season is a science. The first
step of their method is to begin the
Christmas season months early.
This has been noted by many a
shopper, but has anyone discovered what benefit this brings for
the merchant?
According to MSNBC.com. the
purpose of this trend is to encourage customers to pay full price for
items. If customers see an item,
they will, theoretically, buy it immediately for fear that it will be gone
later in the season.
Manufacturers have tricks up their
own sleeves. One of these is the tendency to take one existing product
revamp it slightly and market it as the

purchase the new unit.
Also, it seems Fisher Price has
created theTMX Elmo. It's just like
the Tickle Me Elmo of years past,
but more "X-tremc." Sure, one
can he content with an Elmo that
laughs and shakes upon having his
stomach squeezed, but why not
replace it with an Elmo that rolls
on the floor laughing upon having
his stomach squeezed?
Kudos to Mattel for continuing to
coast on this 10-year-old fad. Here's
hoping the novelty hasn't worn off
for everyone.
Consumers, always on the lookout
for the newest and edgiest items, fall
prey to all of it. Parents go to outlandish lengths to obtain die perfect gifts
for their children.
As a result of this indulgence, children's sense of entitlement is rising.
According to People magazine, upon
the release of Tickle Me Elmo in
1996. the low supply inflated prices,
and the products, usually $30 to $40,
fetched as much as $ 1,500.
From different viewpoints, today,
when ihe word "Christmas" comes
lo mind, for many, the word that follows is "money."
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DVDs, video games, T-shirts,
cookies and other gifts for guys
By Krister) Schweitzer
Repel*"

and Amazon.com.
If you have a good grip on his sivle

rhey don't like flowers, rhej don'i
wreai much jewelry, So what kind of

gilts. If he digs I shirts with funny

then clothes are also good potential
gills do guys want for (Ihristmas?
Many girls will drive themselves

crazy with this verj question
whet her it's for their boyfriends or
even just their close guy friends.
Guys are unlikely to plain little
liinis all over their house of what
they desire for Christmas. Asking
them Is even less likely to result ill
an answer of the perfect gift, but

Shop here for all your holiday needs

pictures or sayings, then go no further than Threadless.com, which
even has a holiday sale on shirts.
If your guy is a technology gadgel
lover, then your options are limitless. Mr I players are the new waj
to listen IO favorite nines. ()i maybe
he needs a flash drive for conveniently saving and

transferring

computer files. Electric razors are

don't worry; there are plenty ol

also nice items for guys to own.

ways to find a guy the perfect gift.
I here are numerous gift guides in
be found across the Internet. MSN.
com and Yahoo are two such sites
that provide shoppers the opportunity lo shop by category, age and
even search between price ranges.
If you're shopping for a nerdy
boy, he'll love the "Marvel Comics
Encyclopedia: A Complete Guide
to the Characters of the Marvel
Universe," which can be found for
under S30 on MSN.c om's gift guide

Digital music playcrsarc going to
lake center stage." kory Lundherg.
Wal-Mart

media

relations

rep-

resentative, said. Lundberg also
suggested upcoming DVDs, such
as "Mission
■Can."

Impossible T and

Pirates of the Carrihcan:

Dead's Man Chest" and "Superman
Returns'' also hit the shelves soon.
If you're buying for a gamer then
check out |inx.com for gamer apparel
See GUYS | Page 7

New Frontiers
Have Fun...it's what we're all about!!!
125 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-202-5652

Large sefection of crocs
(get 20% oft with you student ID)

We carry *Ba(m cosmetic -products
HOLIDAY HOURS | ^?!<m9am5pmPm

419-354-2402
840 S. Main St.

newfrontiers2006@yahoo.com
Tues-Friday 10am - 9pm
Saturday 10am-Midnight • Sunday 10am - 7pm
Monday Closed
Whether you're interested in tabletop wargames,
collectible card games, role-playing gams, or learning how to paint and hobby terrain and toy soldiers,
we are the place to see. Located in the historic downtown district of Bowling Green, we are easy to find just
off the intersections of Wooster and Main St. We offer a fun, safe and responsible environment for our
customers of all ages.
Some of the great product lines we carry:
Games Workshop, Warmachine, Hordes, Flames
of War, Magic the Gathering, Dungeons & Dragons, Vallejo Game Color, Galeforce Nine gaming
aids, White Wolf Publishing, UltraPro, Upper Deck
Entertainment, and many other great lines and
games., check us out!!!
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Gifts for girls other than flowers, candy and picture frames
"How long the |x,o|)k.> in the rela-

truly enjoy, and not to go off the gift

hints thai she would give and base

tionship have been together is the hid
gcsi thing when deciding on what gilt

giving stereotypes.
"I would really want my Ixiyfriend

it off that. I would want the gili to
be meaningful and special, not just

The holiday gift giving season is upon
us. which means its prime time to

togivc."said Paige Salaman,scriini.

It i take the time to find out what I really

Online at asknicn.com there ate

enjoy, maybe buy me some tickets to

something that someone outside of
mil iclutionship s,i\s is ,i gixxl idea."

mess up with the wrong present
the tnulilioiuil

a list ot 'gift ideas submitted by men
for different steps of the relation-

a Cavs game, or something like that"
saiil junioi Brooke Martin.

candy and pictuieframes, but

ship, ranging from :t months of

Sometimes all il lakes is listening to

Usually rememhei ing n i give a gifl
is all it takes to show the special

the person to figure out what Interests

unman In one's liie thai they are

would lead to a great gill idea.

being thought of.

By Christy Johnson
Rep. ri

Many men slick
Hi

IWHSI

ID

the length ill the relationship and how

dating to marriage.
However!

most

women

would

well one knows their significant other
can lx' the rral indicator of what gill

suggest getting to know the girl well

"If I had been dating someone rot

to give.

enough to pick something she would

say; a year, I would quietly listen to

CRAFTS

your creativity I be next step is to
decorate the can to your liking.

"Late Night (tops."

From Page 2
less array of ideas for that special gill,

To jump start ideas the store displays pre -made cans decorated as
snowmen, Santas and presents.

"It's a good chance fot people
to spread out and gel creative,"

Hot gift ideas for a
relationship at any stage
3 MONTHS: A cozy blanker
CDs or a gift basket

said David Koch, junior.

6 MONTHS:
ewith
photo, lingerie or perfume
1 YEAR: Jewelry, artwork or weekend getaway
Source ksl

See GIRLS I Pjqe 8

"It's a good chance for people to spread out
and get creative."

said Stunn.
Tonight at 7 p.m., there is also a

ippin' on Main owner

class to design and decorate eight

l-'or the relative who lives far away,

Now what to put inside the can, is

a hand-made Christmas card is a

up to the creator. Cookies, chocolates, or even scrap booking supplies

cards and a box.

Students can find multiple styles
of solid and print paper and add

are just a lew of the many ideas.

pre-made cards or cards to send

their own touch of borders, slickers,

around $5 to $10, but the prices can

and font.
For the neighbor next door,

vary depending upon what is used.
For those who love to scrap-

to make a 6x6 mini Christmas book.

your girlfriend or boyfriend's fam-

book, a third gift idea is the paper

Make it for a roommate or even for

"With gas prices being so high this

Irinii 9 a.m. until 9 p.m. and Sunday

ily or even your little sister, there

scrapbooks.
These $ 15 to $20 personalized gifts

yourself. He sure to check in for fur-

lime of year, more people are looking

from It) a.m. through 7 p.m. and

is the paint can. This simple and

ther information.

for the cheaper and sentimental gift

located at 1069 N. Main St.. you can

yet unique gift is fun and easy to

can be bought pre-made for those

Memories arc a great tiling to pre-

come and make a gift for your friends

personalize.
"For the giver who likes to make

Ml l he run or in lack of creativity. But
(he papal bag/ribbon books are a

stuff it brings them more gratifica-

fun gift (o pul time and effort into.

serve and a fun gift to give, so this
Christmas take the time to scrap!
Jo-Ann Fabrics

versus something from the store,"
said I lolland.

great idea.

tion, " said Stunn.
All you need to bring is your own
clean and emptied paint can, plus

Overall, to make this can it costs

out yourself.

Advanced sign up is

required at (419) 353-4040,
In December, there will be a class

gills versus buying." said assistant
store manager Nichole I lolland.
I he Store has plenty of delightful

what's more encouraging than
finding and making dial special gift

made wreaths and stockings, but so
far, customers are buying the sup-

is that Joanne Fabrics has plenty to
choose from and early holiday sales.

plies to make the crafts themselves.

Open Monday through Saturday

Jo-Ann Fabric's hottest items this

and family this season.
Most students are low on time and

season are quilts and scrapbooks.,

cash this time of the year, but with

I lolland said.

these great gift ideas the time and

Still lost on that personalized gift?

No problem, every Friday night from
6 p.m. until 2 a.m., the store holds

Then try Bowling Green's lo-Ann

The knotted fleece blankets are

Fabrics. " This year more are crafting

the most ixipular among the college

A LAST

MINUTE

Students because they're cheap, easy
to make, and warm

gilts and holiday decor such as pre-

Interested but feel overwhelmed?

FOR

MONEY

This is a great idea for a gift of

money saved is insufficient next to
the gratification in return.

OIFT

BGSU stones make great
holiday gifts...

\\l//.

From Paqe 2
Still, everyone endsupfindingsomething for me, and 1 do enjoy shopping

Locally Owned Since 1947

for other people. I just wish I didn't
feel so guilty for not wanting tilings
— as though being satisfied with what
I haw already is un-American.
Signs that point to our dependence

DIAMONDS

on consumption are everywhere.
I«r one thing when the government

• WATCHES • FINE JEWELRY

makes tax cuts, it encourages us to

•*>

go out and spend the money, not to

save it.
'11ic average American has virtually no savings, but still plans to spend
nearly $ 1,000 on Christmas this year.
Hut remember to enjoy Christmas, a
special day in late December, not a
l of endless spending and sales.

192
f LO R A L . C I F T . C A K D E N CENTER
•00 6 Napoleon Rd. • 419.3 538381
• End of South Colleqe Dr.
Call or order online at; www

SOUTH MAIN STREET

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

43402

TELEPHONE
PHONE:(419)352-1646

'
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After thanks, a day of shopping
By Shannon Black
U-Wire

By Mike Robinson
Reporter
Some wail until the lasl minute
Others do il months in advance. No
matter when it gets done, holiday
shopping is a top priority for most
people during this time of year.
Some typical suggestions for holiday gifts are honks, ninsie, movies
and video games.
The holiday season can give
tin needed stress to college students
who arc usually low on cash and
short on time, but none of those gifts
are extremely expensive.
It's possible for students to do
all of their shopping in Bowling
Green before heading home for
the holidays.
University junior Alex Brunelle
wants to put thought Into his holiday shopping.
""I figure out what I'm going to
get people based on their tastes,"
Brunelle said. "I think I give more
books than anything, because people need to read more.''
With many new CDs and DVDs in
stores, these forms of entertainment
are popular during this time of year.

PHOTO FROM SXCHU

Jennifer kahn. an employee of
Finders music store in downtown
Bowling Green, is expecting many
holiday shoppers in the coming
weeks.
"We have a lot of stuff coming
out on DVD for the first time,"
Kahn said. "I think a lot of that
stuff will sell well."
Kahn is expecting DVD box sets,
television shows on DVD and music
of all kinds to be big sellers at Finders
this holiday season.
"Vinyl is coming back, and a lot
of artists are releasing old albums,"
Kahn said, "We have almost all of the
Beatles' albums on vinyl again."

Other forms of entertainment
are being released by Sony and
Nintendo. Sony's Playstation 3 and
the Nintendo Wii are both expected
to sell many units this year.
Clothing stores, specialty shops
and toy stores are also options for
the eager holiday shopper.
Some might enjoy buying presents, but others, like University
junior Matt Horn, don't buy into the
gift giving.
"Consumerism is bad," Horn
said. "People should not be forced
to feel that they need to give presents to others, just to show they
care about them."

PITTSBURGH — 1 always find it a
bit bizarre dint the day filled with
some of the most savage examples
of holiday shopping comes right
after the day when the entire country is supposed to sit down together
and give thanks.
For people who want to get their
holiday shopping done early, Black
Friday has become us significant a
tradition as Thanksgiving
I work at a video store in my
local mall, and every year when my
boss hands out the schedules, I find
myself groaning about my hours
on Black Friday.
Personally. I would prefer to take
the whole day off and spend it reading a book. But no retail worker is
safe from Black Friday.
1 had always assumed thai
because Black Friday came so
soon after Thanksgiving, shoppers
would still lir filled with not just
tin key but tin- holiday's thankful
feelings as well.
But every year I gain a few more
horror stories to tell my fortunate
friends who never have lo slep foot

inside a mall after the first holiday
decoration is hung.
Once Thanksgiving ends and
the holiday season officially begins,
shoppers lose all sense of politeness and manners.
The example I can best recall
was when a shopper's movie had
not arrived yet.
Despite the fact that he had
ordered it only a few days before
during the busiest time for ordering movies, he blamed the movie's
absence on me.
I'm used to being blamed for
problems that 1 don't have the
power to solve, like the price of a
movie or the fact that the top seller
of the year is out of stock
But this particular shopper
decided that he needed to tell me
what a horrible person I was for
not magically making die movie
appear for him.
I le cursed me profusely, which
then caused me to forget the No.
1 rule of retail workers — the customer, is always right.
When I finally finished berating
him for not being prepared and
See SHOP I Page 8

Are You Ready for

Christmas?

Check out these gift ideas... J0m\
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Steve & Barry's has 47,000 square
feet of licensed college sportswear
(150 schools), plus jeans, T-shirts,
cargos, sweatshirts, jackets, polos and
nuch more for men, women and kids.
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for $9.98
or less!
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*r Lance Watch from Nike
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** Taillights ana Headlights
*r Trek 1000 Roaa Bikes
** 2007 Bikes are Here!
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cannondale
........,....

1234 N. Main St., (St. Rt. 25)
Bowling Green
(419) 354-4447
www.woodlandtc.com
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352-9375 • 248 S. Main St. • www.shopcyclewerks.com
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Holiday get-a-ways, near and far
By Aliton K«mp
Features Editor

Children under age 2: Free

If you are looking for something fun
io do over the holiday season, there
are many activities in the surrounding area. One is as close as University
Hall on campus, or you could take a
road trip to Frankenmuth and visit
the world's largest Christmas store.
BOWLING GREEN:
A Christinas Carol

Presented by the University's
Department of Theatre and Film.
It is showing at 8 p.m. Nov. 29 and
30 and Dec. I and 2, and at 2 p.m.
Dec. 2 and 3 in the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre of University I lall.
Price: $10 for adults, students and
senior citizens and $5 for children
under the age of 12.
For tickets, call the theatre box
office at (419) 372-2719.

A Christmas Carol
It is showing at the Stranahan
Theater on Dec. 8 and 9 at 8 p.m. and
Dec. 10 at 3.
Price: $8 and $23 for adults and
$8 and $18 for children 12 and under
and adults over 60
GAC Country Christmas
It is showing at the Stranahan
Theater on Dec. 11 at 7:30 p.m.
This Christmas concert includes
lulie Roberts, Blue Country, Steve
Azar, Buddy lewell and Deana
Carter.
Price:$22
Nutcracker Ballet
Presented by the Toledo Ballet
It is showing at the Stranahan
Theater on Dec. 16 at 2 and 7 p.m.
and Dec. 17 at 1:30 and4:30 p.m.
Price: $14, $26, $35, $45

German eateries.
Check out frankenmuth.org for
more information.
AKRON:
Lock J Park's Holidayfest

This event includes ice skating
and a Chriskindl Market. Tlie market has vendors from Akron's sistercity Chemnitz, which is located in
Germany. Akron is also a two-and-ahalf hour trip from Bowling Green.
Check out http://www.ci.akmn.
oh.us for more information.
Tuba Christmas

The original Tuba Christmas will
occur on Dec. 17 at Akron's Civic
Theatre at 4 p.m. This is its 27th year
and is conducted by founder Tucker
lolly. Tuba Christ mas combines more
than 600 tubas and sing-alongs.
Price: Free

TOLEDO:
Lights before Christmas

FRANKENMUTH.MICH.:

At the Toledo Zoo until Dec. 31.
Hours: Monday through Thursday
5:00-8:00 I'M (Parkclosesat9:00PM)
Friday through Sunday 5:00-9:00 I'M
(Park closesat 10:00 PM)
Prices:
Adults (age 12-59): $9.00
Seniors (age 60t): $6.00
Children (age2-ll):$6.O0

Frankenmuth is home to the
world's largest Christmas store,
Bronner's Christmas Wonderland,
which has over 50,000 trims, gifts and
collectibles. Frankenmuth is a twoand-a-half hour trip from Bowling
Green and is a Bavarian-style town
with realistic Bavarian homes and
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made for his favorite game. More
big gaming items coming out this
month include the Nintendo Wii
and Sony's Playstation 3. These items
however are not only expensive but
will be difficult to get a hold of.
But games for the systems are
fairly inexpensive if you know that
he will be getting the system by some
other means.
If your dude is a sports fan then
Madden 2007 will be available for
numerous game consoles including
the X-Box 360 and the Nintendo DS.
or maybe a sul)scription to Sports
Illustrated is right up his alley.
Can't afford video games or a new
MP3 player? There's still hope.
Craftiness can make for the best
presents. Make your guy some choc-

olate chips cookies or find out what
his favorite meal was growing up
and replicate it.
All students, guys and girls alike,
look forward to getting away from
dining hall food.
Another crafty gift idea comes
from having lots of great memories
and pictures. Donna Mierzwinski,
a senior, is making her boyfriend
a scrapbook for his Christmas gift.
Gifts like this that can't be bought in
a store really show you care and hwe
a creative side.
Still having trouble? lust look
around his room for ideas.
Is he still sitting on a folding chair at his desk? Does his
Playstation controller only work
50 percent of the time?
Lots of great ideas can be found
just by examining what he enjoys
spending time doing or what he
complains about in the process.

SGASOM'S

COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
531 Ridge St.

419-352-8333

Mon.-Thurs. 10-8; Fri. 10-6; Sat. 10-5:30; Sun. 12-5

BGSU Closeout Sale
35% - 75% OFF ALL BGSU

Pullover Hooded Jacket!
Windshirts
Crewneck sweat shirts & h
T-shirts/short sleeve & long

Regular

Sale

$24.99
$39.99

$10.00
$20.00
$10.00

$15.99 and up

$5.00 and up
$5.00 and up

T-shiriBHBBMBHHI
$59.99

Fleece Vest
All BGSU childrens wear

You have a budget
for her holiday gift
We'll make it look like you wen! wa> over.

v_ Vvaddinaton
(jewelers 3z "Enaravina
lS9SHfyoSl <;9-35<J55<

sio.oo
$10.00
50-70%
$10.00

BGSU Blankets

$44.99

$19.99

Umbrellas
License plate frat
Caribiner key chain

$17.99

$11.69

$10.99

$5.00

$5.99
$3.99

$3.89
$7.W
$1.99

$7.99

$5.19

Can cooler
■■■■Baal travel mugs
BGSU Mom & Dad mugs
Cappuccino mugs

Many other items at 257.-75% OFF
Suzy's Zoo Cards & Paper Products all 50% OFF

sZ
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CDs, DVDs and video games are top gifts
By Mike Robinson

sum,' wail tin til the las) minute.
Others do ii months in advance. No
matter when ii gets done, holiday
shopping is ,i lop priority lor most
people during this time of year.
Some typical suggestions foi noli
(1.^. gifts are books, music, movies
and videogames.
The holiday season can give
unneeded stress to college students
who are usually tow on cash and
short on time, inn none ol those gifts
arcextremely expensive.
It's possible for students to do
all of their shopping in Bowling
(Ireen before heading home fur
the holidays.
University junior Alex Brunelle
wants io pin thought into his holiday shopping.
I figure out what I'm uc>inn I"
get people based mi their tastes,"
Brunelle said, "I think I give more
bunks than anything, because pen
pie need Io read mine
Will) main new CDs and IADs in

sioies, these forms <>i entertainment
arc popular during this time ol year

lennifei Kahn, an employee ol
Finders music store in downtown
Bowling Green, is expecting many
holiday shoppers In the coming
weeks.

"We have a lot ol stufl coming
out on l>vi> for tIn- liisi time,"

Kahn said, 'I think a lot of that
stuff will sell well."
kahn is expecting DVD box sets,
television shows on l>\ D and music
of all kinds to he hie sellers ,111 indent
this holiday season.
"Vinyl is coming back, and a lot
of artists are releasing old albums,"
kahn siid. "We have almost all of the
Beatles' albums on vinyl again."

other forms of entertainment
are being released by Sony and
Nintendo. Sony's Playstation :s and
the Nintendo Wil are both expected
to sell many units this year,
Clothing stores, specialty simps
and tO) stores are also options tin
the eager holiday shopper.
some might enjoy buying presents, Inn others, like University
|unk>i Matt Horn, don'i buy into the
gilt giving
i onsumerism is had," Horn
said. "People should not be forced
to feel that they need to give pics
cuts iii others, just to show they
care about them."

WWWBGNEWS.COM

After thanks, a day of shopping
By Shannon Black
U WHO

PITTSBURGH
I always find it a
bit bizarre thai the day filled with
si line of I he n losl savage example.
of holiday shopping comes right
aftei the day when the entire coining issupposedtosit down together
and give thanks,
I in people who want to get theii
holiday shopping done early, Black
Friday has become as significant a
tradition as thanksgiving.
I work ai a video store ill my
local mall, and every year when my
buss I lands out iheschi\lnles, Hind
myself groaning about my hours
on Black Friday
Personally, I would prefer to take

insulc .i mall after ihe liisi holiday
decoration is hung.
Once Thanksgiving ends and
the holiday season i ifficially begins,
shop|M'rs lose all sense of politeness and manners,
I he example I can best recall
was when a shoppers movie had
not arrived yet
Despite the fact thai he had
ordered it only a few days before
during Ihe busiesl time foi ordei
ing movies, be blamed the movies
absence on me.
I'm used to being blamed for
problems thai I don't have the
powci lo solve, like the price ol a
movie or the fad that the top seller

ill theyeai Isoul of stock
But

this

particular

shoppci

the win ilc day oil and spend it reading a book. Hut no relail woikci is

divided that he needed to lell me
what a horrible |)crsou I was foi

safe from black I ridayt
I had always assumed that
because Black Friday came so
soon alter Ihanksgrving, shoppers

nut magically making the movie
appear for him
He cursed me profusely, which
then caused me to forge) the No
I rule of retail workers the customer is always right
When I finally finished berating

would still be tilled with not just
turkey, hut the holiday's thankful

feelings as well
But every year I gain a lew more

him fur not being prepared and

horror stories to tell my fortunate

friends who nevei have to step fool

See SHOP | Page 8

Are You Ready for

Christmas?

"feZ, a friend!

Check out these gift ideas...

•r Lance Watch from Nike
M Oakley Sunglasses and Clothing
*~ Helmets, Cloves, Knit Caps
K Tour We France DVD's
**' Taillights ana Headlights
■'■■- Trek 1000 Road Bikes
i* 2007 Bikes are Here!

Steve & Barry's has 47,000 square
feet of licensed college sportswear
(150 schools), plus jeans, T-shirts,
cargos, sweatshirts, jackets, polos and
much more for men, women and kids.

iousan is or items
for $9.98
or less!

TREK
cannondale
1234 N. Main St., (St. Rt. 25)
Bowling Green

(419) 354-4447
www.woodlandtc.com
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Holiday get-a-ways, near and far
By Alison K*mp
Features Editor

If you arc looking for something fun
to do over the holiday season, there
are many activilies in the surround-

Children under age 2: Free

German eateries.
Check out frankenmuth.org for

A Christmas Carol
It is showing at the Stranahan

more information.

Theater on F)ec. 8 and 9 at 8 p.m. and

AKRON:
Lock 3 Park's Holidayfest

Dec. 10 at 3.
Price: $8 and $23 for adults and

Hall on campus, or you could lake a

$8 and SIS for children 12 and under

and a Chriskindl Market. The mar-

road trip to I rankenmuth and visit

and adults over 60

ket has vendors from Akron's sister-

GAC Country Christmas

city Chemnitz, which is located In
(Set many. Akron is also a two-and-ahalf hour trip from Bowling Green.

It is showing at the Stranahan
Theater on Dec. 11 at 7:30 p.m.

BOWLING GREEN:
A Christmas Carol
Presented by the University's
Department ofl heatreand Film.
It is showing at I) p.m. Nov. 29 and
30 and Dec. 1 and 2, and at 2 p.m.
Dec. 2 and :i in the Eva Marie Saini
rheatreol University HalL
Price: SKI tor adults, students and
senior dozens and $5 lor children
under the age of 12.
For tickets, call the theatre box

This Christmas concert includes
Julie Roberts, Hlue Country, Steve
Van Buddy lewell and Deana

Carter.
Price: $22

Presented by the Toledo Ballet
It is showing at the Stranahan
Theater on Dec u> at 2 and 7 p.m.

office at (419) 372-2719.

This event includes ice skating

Check out http://sssvss.ci.akron.
oh.us for more information.
Tuba Christmas

From Page 7

occur on Dec 17 at Akron's Civic

olate chips cookies or find out sshat
his favorite meal svas growing up
and replicate il.
All students, guys and girts alike,

made for his favorite game. More

look forward to getting ass-ay from

Big gaining items coming out this

(lining hall fond.

month include the Nintendo Wii
and Sony's Playstation 3.These items

Another crafty gift idea comes
from basing lots of great memories

however an- not only expensive hut

and pictures. Donna Mierzssinski,
a senior, is making her boyfriend

But games for the systems arc
fairly inexpensisc it sun knoss that

a scrapbook for his Christmas gift,

he will be getting Ulc system by some
other means.

a store real] show you care and have
a creatisc side.

(iifts like this that can't be bough! in

If your dude is a sports fan then
Madden 21X17 svill Ire aiailablc for

Still basing trouble? lust look

around his room for Ideas.

numerous game consoles including

Is he still sitting on a fold-

the X-Box 360 and the Nintendo I >\
or maybe a subscription to Sports

ing chair at his desk? Docs his

Illustrated is right up Ins alley.

50 percent of the lime?

Cant allord sideo games or a ness

The original Tuba Christmas ssill
theatreal -I p.m. I his is its 27th year

Nutcracker Ballet

GUYS

svill lx' difficult to get a hold of.

ing area. ()ne is as close as University

the world's largest Christmas store.
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Playstation controller only work

MP3 player? rheres still hope

Lots Ol great ideas can l>c found
just by examining what he enjoys

Craftiness can make lot the best
presents Make your gus some choc

spending time doing, or whai be
complains about in the process,

and Is conducted bj founder Tucker
lolly. Tuba Christmas combines more
than 600 tubas and sing-alongs.
Price: Free

.iiul I lee. 17 at 1:30and4:30p.m.
Price: $14. $26. $35. $45
TOLEDO:
Lights before Christmas

to the Toledo Zoo until Da 11.
I lours: Monday through I hursdaj
5:00-8:00I'M (Parkc,osesat9:00PMI
Friday through Sunday5:00-9:00 I'M
(Park closes at 10:00 I'M)

Prices:
Adults (age 12-59): $900
Seniors (age 60+): $6.00
Children (age 2-11): $6\00

Frankenmuth is home to the
world's largest Christmas store.

531 Ridge St

Brenner's I hristmas Wonderland,
which has over 50,000 trims, gifts and

BGSU Closeout Sale
35% - 75% OFF ALL BGSU

Green and is a Bavarian style town

Sale
$5.00

Windshirts

$19.99
$24,99
$45.99
$39.99

Crewneck sweat shirts & hoodies

$30.99-$46.99

T-shirts/short sleeve & long

$15.99 and up

$5.00 and up

T-shirt with a hat

$19.99
$59.99
$20.00

$12.99

Nylon pants

$29.99

BGSU Blankets

$44.99

$10.00
$19.99

Fleece Vest
Fleece Pullovers
All BGSU childrens wear

We'll make H look like sou wenl WBJ over

v_ vvaddinqton
^Jewelers 3^ "Enqmvmq

12-5

K

Regular
Jackets
Pullover Hooded Jackets

You have a budget
for her holiday gift

419-352-8333

Mon.-Thurs 10-8; Fri 10-6; Sat. 10-5 30: Sun

collectibles. Frankenmuth is a two.iiiil.i half hour trip from Bowling
with realistic Bavarian homes and

V

COLLEGIATE CONNECTION

FRANKENMUTH MICH

$10.00
$20.00
$10.00
$5.00 and up

$10.00

$10.00
50-70% off

50% Off

All BGSU Plush
Umbrellas

$17.99

$11.69

License plate frames

$8.99

$5.84

Caribiner key chain

$10.99

$5.00

BGSU water bottles

$9.99

$6.49

Can cooler

$5.99

$3.89

Stainless steel travel mugs

$7.99

BGSU Mom & Dad mugs

$11.99
$3.99

Bottle holder

$8.99

$5.84

Cappuccino mugs

$7.99

$5.19

Many other items at 25%-75% OFF
Suzy's Zoo Cards & Paper Products all 50% OFF

$1.99

-T.
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Don't forget others less fortunate this holiday season
By Amanda Gillas
Reporter

Withtheholidaysandfinalsappmaching, il is easy to lx' wrapped up ill our
own lives, but students shouldn't forget to help those in need Service to
others produces more than smiles.
It gives off encouragement and
Ratification. It teaches us about privileges, appreciation and realization.
So this holiday season take a break
from the shopping and cramming
and spend sonic time alone or with
friends donating the greatest gift —
you service.
This holiday season there are plenty of places to lend your service, In
kiulinga hand to the elderly by visiting W(xxl Haven Health t ate (tenter
located at 110(10 E, Oypsy Lane Rd.
There volunteers can reach out to
scnic ii living and rehabilitation.
' lb set up a time lo visit just call
Robin Kaiser at (419) 353-8411 to find
a job and time that's great for service.
Usually service is needed from 8
a.m. until 4:30 p.m. on a daily basis,
but with the holiday season u[)on us.
more service is encouraged.
Volunteer work can range from
pushing residents in wheelchairs to
just taking the time to hear stories.
"On Dec 18th at 2:00 p.m. we're
hosting our Christinas Party for the
residents, and not everyone will have
viators," Kaiser said, "so we encourage volunteers to come."
If you're Ux> busy right alter finals,
Wood I laven is also hosting a New
fears I \e party Dec. 29th from 2 p.m.
to 330 p.ni. In fart, some of the residents will not lx1 siring their families

this holiday season. This is one of die
loneliest times of the year for them
and just one day out of a college student's life would possibly mean more
than any material gilt.
toother* service option this holiday season is al the Howling Green
Christian taxi Pantry.
One of the centers is open year
round and located at St. John's
Episcopal Church at 1505 E Wooster
on Thursdays 6 until 8 pin. and on
Saturdays 1 until 3 p.m.
The pantry also runs al 541 W.
Wooster Si Monday, Wednesday and
Friday I p.m. to 3 pun. Contact coordtnan » shiriey Wixssncr at (419) 353S174 tor liirthet information.
As a volunteer at the pantry, one
can help stock the shelves with donations from the Toledo fond hank, prepare Ixixes lo lx1 distributed, check
applicants' sign-in records and assist
in delivering donations to the recipients' car.
"hi the past year we have served
over 777 households, which (actors
out to lie around 2,428 individuals,"
Wbessnersaid
So this year instead of tossing out
those extra cans of creamed com and
cranberries, donate them to those
who count each blessed meal. Bui
don't just stop at the bottom of your
pantry, the food pantry also accepts
unused toiletries as well.
I leiv on campus during the month
of May in the I larshman common
space, there's "When You Move (Xit.
Don't Throw It Out"
The pantry collects any uneaten
or unused food and toiletries the sin

From Page 5
"I was dating someone for a few
days before (hristmas when I received
his present of a diamond bracelet,
which most people would probably
think was too soon for a gift of that
caliber, but to us, it wasn't anything
strange because we went so close,"
said Jennifer I araonc, sophomore.
Some say even if die relationship
has lasted for a long time, it still never
hurts to ask iipfront what the significant other would want in a gift, and
when all else fails, to let love guide.
"I asked my girlfriend of seven
months what she wanted, and she
said she didn't know, she told me to
think of something from the heart, so
I guess I'll come up with something.
I just don't have any idea yet." said
Robert Anthony, sophomore.

DIANE t WILSON I AP Photo

SALVATION ARMY: Another volunteer option for students is serving food Tanner Smith. 5. puts
on the large gloves before helping with the annual Salvation Army Thanksgiving meal in Missouri.
dents have left to hand out to those in
need. So this season, don't just count
your own blessings; help others to
count theirs loo!
A third service option is the Big
Brothers Big Sisters program located
at 1616 E. Wooster St. Tliis is a great
outreach program to kids in need of
guidance and care.
To become a volunteer, the process is simple. Call event coordinator and secretary Melva Powers at
(419)354-2113.
Prom there its just a simple
appointment and application process before- a loving bond can begin.
"We are always in need of mentors,
but especially at this time of the
year, we are in need of male volunteers," Powers said.

So any guys out there on campus grab your football buddies

From Page 6

and sign up to make a difference
in a child's life.
On Dec. 2 from 4:30 through 7
p.m. at the Bowling Green city park
Veterans' Hall the program will be
hosting its Matches and family
I loliday party. I lere the mentors, children and their families will meet for a
festive time of games, frxxi and more.
Hul most importantly, it will lx' a
time to reflect on die time and Ixinds
of the mentors and children. For
those interested in volunteering or
donating supplies, please call (937)
408-0294.
liir those interested in further
insinuation, please contact the Big
Brothers Big Sisters program.
Still want some more service ideas?
I hen just take a lookal your neighbor
and give him or her a hand because
no service is l<x) small.

Custom Decorated Sportswear for the Holidays!

# ./rr //us/ ■/</:

Sifoucfau (//S/
Open Mon. Tue. Thur & Fri:
10am-6pm
Wed: 10am-8pm
Sat: 10am-2pm

Headware
Sweats
Aprons
Tees

. /.'- '/«*/' prHTl '/ t'ryyif '/• .

4l>M<i4-6oNo

aardspetg aardvarkspe.com
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•

SHOP

Embroidery
Jackets
Towels
Jerseys

urn
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smart enough to plan further ahead
when trying to buy popular gifts. I
realized what retail had done to me.
I had become incredibly bitter
about the holidays.
In fact, that same year, I called my
mother during a particularly heinous
day at work and informed her that
yes, I hated Christmas. And 1 still do.
Shoppers seem to make it part of
their holiday tradition to destroy a
retail worker's sense ol holiday joy.
It's on their list right above buying
presents for their significant others.
I think that anyone who has worked
retail from October to January will
agree that sometimes it takes a lot
of willpower to refrain from snapping and si learning right hack at the
customer who refuses to wait in line,
demanding to be rung up ahead ol
everyone else.
Since workers are not allowed
to show even the smallest sign ol
Irritation toward customers or dare
to reprimand them, Its up to the
shoppers to reform their ways to
ensure that everyone enjoys her
holidays — including those spending 40 hours ever, week listening to
the same string of Christmas carols
repeated over and over.
All I really ask of my customers is
dial they treat me with a little respect.
Being paid minimum wage doesn't
make me less of a human being so it
would be nice to be treated as such.
Finally, if I could have any power I
wanted, however, it would be the ability to ban all holidays.

